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THE IE ENCE 
• ~:i-~i .- . ..... OF SUPPORT 
With one award short of 100 
and $8,S00 in prizes and 
scholarships, the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival has 
• the most community support 
of any regional festival of its 
kind in B.C. 
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PNWMF awards will be presented 
on April 11 (Gala Performance) 
from businesses and individuals 
in Terrace, Prince Rupert, Kiti- 
mat and Smithers. The Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival is a 
totally non-profit organization, so 
community contributions are 
• imperative to its success. 
On the Awards Committee for 
the past seven years and before 
that, its historian, Nora explains, 
"It's a tremendously big job. It 
took me two years of working on 
awards with Bertha Watmough to 
• begin to feel comfortable with it." 
Nora adds, "It's a fun job, though. 
I get to meet and spend time with 
the adjudicators -- going through 
all the syllabus regulations and 
explaining the PNWMF ~pro- 
cedures. We meet with the adjudi- 
cators for scholarship night and 
for the Festival of the Arts (being 
held in Vernon this year) • adjudi- 
cator recommendations. One 
learns a lot from them, as well. '~ 
This year, the Pacific North- 
west Music Festival is hosting 
nine adjudicators. For the first 
year ever, classical guitar adjudi- 
cator Stephen Boswell is here to 
adjudicate, and give workshops 
and private lessons, This year 
also, seven original compositions 
in beth music and poetry are 
entered into the competition. A
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' I 'HE  SEVEN-MEMBER AWARDS 
4. 
Committee provides an-integral 
serviceto the annual Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival 
(PNWMF). Headed by Nora 
Phillips, the committee is com- 
prised of Carol Zucchiatti and 
Gayle Appleton (Nora's right-hand 
'men'), Elsa Murphy, Linda Mc, 
Mynn, Sheila Pretto and Norah 
' Ferguson~ 
Each c0mmi.'ttee member does 
one discipline. This includes fol- 
lowing the guidelines, working 
with the adjudicators, posting 
awards, notifying winners and 
ensuring that the trophies axe 
properly engraved. Carol does 
speech arts; Gayle looks after 
junior piano and instrumental; 
Elsa does vocal and choral; Linda 
deals with dance; Sheila looks 
after•senior piano and Norah F. 
works with the bands and acts as 
adjudicator's secretary. 
: For •the 27th annual Festival 
currently in progress, the awards 
committee has conected 99 
awards with a monetary value of 
over $8,500, plus trophies. Nora 
~ Phillips says proudly, "The Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival is .the 
most generous festival in B.C., 
• due to the excellent community 
supp0rt!" A regional event, 
new award has been established 
for this category. It is also Nora's 
.. job toget the winners from this 
area to the provincial competi- 
tions at the Festival of the Arts. 
She credits Irene Kuhar with 
keeping all the paper work in 
order. 
The Awards Committee begins 
the process of confirming awards 
by letter in late October or early 
November. In early January, it's 
usually necessary to get back to 
donors who haven't responded to 
the letter. It's Very seldom that a 
donor declines to give again. In 
fact, over the years, many donors 
have increased their awards. 
Awards this year range from •$50 
to $!,000. Trophies are Usually 
reserved for the juniors, with 
monetary awards for the inter- 
mediates and seniors. Nora says 
there's no problem finding new 
donors, if required. People often 
callher to express their interest 
in the pr0gram. 
AlthoUgh her committee is 
complete for now, Nora stresses 
Nora Phillips" 
The most generous 
festival in B.C. 
/ 
that the PNWMF can always use 
more volunteers. With annual 
membership only $5, they have 
only 22 paid-up members. . 
As Nora rushes off to the 
Pentecostal Assembly (one of the 
three venues this year, including 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre and 
Skeena Junior Secondary School) 
she says with conviction, "The 
Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
generates a tremendous interest 
in, and economic boost for, our 
community. We should all be 
proud." 
--Betty Barton 
Choose from our 
unique selection of 
special occasion g i f t s -  
glassware, 
wind chimes, 
frames, 
bed and bath linens, 
kitchenware 
and morel 
The Bright Yellow House 
at 4525 Hwy 16 E., 
Terrace 
phone 638-1808 
Lots of parking -
open7 days/week year-round 
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FRIDAY 
• April 3 - At the Terrace Public 
Art Gallery recent works by Vlkkl 
MacKay and Joanne Thomson. 
Titled "Mood Swings and Mes- 
sages". The public is invited to 
the opening on April 3 from 7:30 
to I0 p.m. 
• April 3 - Terrace and Kitimat 
Northern Singles: Legion Steak 
Dinner. 
• April 3 -  Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal Auxiliary Thrift Shop $I .50 Bag 
Sale.at 4544 Lazelle Avenue 
from I p.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, 
April 4 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
• Aprll4-Terrace and Kitlmat 
Northern Singles: Fun Bowling. 
• April 4 - Easter Bake Sale at 
the Skeena Mall from 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. Face palnting, balloons, 
jelly bean contest! Buy your 
baked goods now and freeze 
for Easter. Sponsored by Verltas 
School Parents Group. • 
=April 4 - Pancake Breakfast at 
the Happy Gang Centre, 3226 
Kalum Street, from 8 a.m. to 11 
a.m. Sponsored by B.C.O.A.P.O. 
Branch 731-Phone 635-9090 for 
more Information. 
• April 4 - Ladies Auxiliary, 
Legion Branch 13i "Hard Times" 
supper and dance. Supper at 
7:30 p.m. All members and their 
guests welcome. 
SUNDAY 
=April 5 -Terrace Hiking Club, 
Kitselas, r~orth side of Skeena 
River, site of old totems, mortu- 
ary posts; etc. Meet at library at 
10 a.m. Bring lunch. For more 
information contact 
Shannon 635-4486. 
• Aprll 5 - The Terrace Tennis 
Club Invites tennis enthusiasts to 
. come out and join In club actM- 
tles. The Club meets Tuesday, 
Thursday and Sunday evenings 
from 6 p.m. tll dusk at the Kalum 
THIS/SA FREE SERVICE OFFERED TO ANY NON- 
PROFIT ORGANIZATION IN THE COMMUNITY,WHO 
wiSH TO PROMOTE THEIR ACTIVITIES. DEADLINE 
FOR SUBMISSION TUESDAY NOON. 
i 
courts, Club nights will start on 
Sunday, April 5, For further infor- 
mation call Ada at 635-9695 or 
Karen at 635-5603; 
TUESDAY ' " ' .... : 
• AprU 7 - The Terrace Breast- 
feeding SupportGrOup wil l  
meet at 8 p..m,!n:th.e ducation " 
room at Mills Memorial HOSpital, 
As well asanswerlng • breast= 
feedlng questlons we wlll,talk 
about positive dlsclpllne. For fur- 
ther i nfprmatlon P,hone Terry at 
635-3287. 
• Aprll 7-  Skeena Parents AdvF 
sory Councll will meet at 7:30 
p.m. Inthe school llbrary. New 
members welcome. Your volce 
will be heard. PhoneWanda at 
635-2895 for more Informatlon. 
• Aprll 7 ~- Terrace and Kltlmat 
Northern Slngles: every Tuesday, 
Mt; Mikes Coffee at 7 p.m. 
• Aprll 7 - Ladies Auxiliary, 
"- ~'~ ".'" 7 ' ]  
• Aprll 8 -  Ladles Softball -,.,, 
Organlzatlonal meetlng at 7~30- 
p.m; at 4827 Scott Avenue, Any- 
one Interested In playlng In the 
1992 season, please phoneMay 
at 635-6972 or Lloyce at : 
635-7098, 
THURSDAY 
• Aprll 9 - Regular monthly 
meeting of the Canadian Can- 
cer Society. Everyone welc0,me I 
we meet at the Education 
Room, Mills Memorial Hosl~Ital 
from 12 to I p.m. CallNel'at: 
635-7857 for further Informatlon, 
• April 9 - B.C.O.A.P.O. #73 Reg- 
ular Monthly Meeting at2 p,m.. 
at the Happy Gang Centre,. 
3226 KalumStreet. Phone - 
635-9090 for more Information; 
sPECIAL NOTICES 
, .Terrace Community  Vo lunteer  
Bureau  & Seniors' Information ~ 
Legion Branch 13 monthly meet- Access - With over 50 voluntee'r 
. Ing tobe held at 8 p.m. All posltlons at a v(~rletyof commu-  
members please attend, nffyorganizatlons to choose ;. 
Aprll 14 -.Diabetic Teaching i . from, we Can help you find the 
CIInlcs,APrl114, Refresher CIInlc, Volunteer opportunity t0 match 
One day. A doctor's referral is .your interests and skllls. Vlslt Our 
required. Contact Joan Marr, 
RDN at 638-4050. 
WEDNESDAY 
• April 8 - The Terrace Little The- 
atre will hold its general meeting 
at 7:30 p.m. at the McColl Play- 
house, 3625 Kalum Street. Phone 
638-1215 or 635-2942,for more 
information. Don't be shY, bring 
a frlendl 
• April 8 -Ter race  and Kitimat 
Northern Singles: Ferry Island 
Walk, hot chocolate and marsh- 
mallows at 7 p.m. 
April 8 ,  Terrace Women's  
Resource Centre presents Fay 
Cooper from SFU speaking on 
New Reproductive Technologies 
and Women's Rights: at 7:30 
p.m. Phone 638-0228 to( Infor, 
mation. ...... 
office at 4506 Lakesle weekday 
between 8:30 a,m. and 4:30 
p.m. or phone 638-1330. 
• The Seniors' Advisory Commlt-  
teels updating their Seniors' 
Dlrectory. Buslnesses who offer 
home servlce or some alterna- 
tive to wheelchalr access and 
would llke to be Included in the 
Directory are asked to phone 
the Volunteer Bureau at 
638-I 330 prior to April 30. 
• BuUdlng Healthelr Bables holds 
weekly groups for anyone that is 
pregnant and would like infor- 
mation on. pregnancy, labor, 
parenting and everything in 
between, Wednesdays 1 p,m, - 
2:30 p,m, at Bu!lding Healthei.r 
Babies in the Child Develop- 
ment Centre, Phone 635-7664 
for more Information, 
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 STIVAL 
PLANNER . 
The pacific Northwest Music 
Festival continues through' the 
coming week, culminating in two 
major events, the Scholarship 
Competition at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre Thursday night, April 9, 
and ~the Gala Performance, a 
broad selection of outstanding 
festival performers in the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre Saturday iiight, April 
11. 
The following schedule will 
help festival enthusiasts plan 
their week: 
: Friday, April 3 
Instrumental: woodwinds, 
brass, :ensembles -- R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, evening. 
Band-- Skeena School, morn- 
ing and afternoon. 
Saturday, April 4 
Band-- Skeena School, morn- 
ing and afternoon 
Dance --  R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
morning, afternoon and evening. 
Sunday, April 5 
. Stage band and vocal jazz -- 
Skeena school, afternoon. 
Dance -- R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
afternoon 
Vocal -- R.E,M. Lee Theatre, 
evening. 
Monday, April 6 
Instrumental: brasses, concert 
groups -- Pentecostal Church 
auditorium, morning find after- 
noon. 
MOUNT LAYTON Hwy.  37 ,  
HOT SPRINGS LakelseLake ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
RESORT LTO 798-2214 • BRANCH #13 TERRACE 
Invites- members, and 
Johnstone Room , . ~ues.ts to a steak night, 
i i Monday-Closed ~~, ]  flrs~ Friday of each month 
at  5:30 pm until 8:00 pm. 
Tuesday- Thursday- 5:00- 9:00 p.m. 
Fridoy & Saturday - 5:00- 10:00 p.m. 7oz. juicy sirloin steak, 
Sunday -- open  5:00-9:00 p.m. baked potato and freshly made salad 
RESERVATIONS ARE ADVISED all for $7.00, get there early! 
. == 
Be sure and uisit 
THE BACK EDDY PUB 
For their  Feb. 29 Leap Year Celebration 
with singer EUza-Fran 8-1 Saturday evening 
SUNDAY: 11a.m. - 12p.m. Mon.-Thurs.: 11a.m. - 12p.m. 
Kitchen open 11 a.m. -10 p.m. daily Frl.Sat.: 11 a.m. - 1 a.m. 
iiiiii~ 
,635-6  iiliii 
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in the Skeena Mall 
for all your 
travel needs/ 
• 24-hour 
emergency service 
Instrumental: strings - -  Pen- 
tecostal Church; evening. 
Choral-- R.E,M. LeeTheatre, 
morning, afternoon and evening. 
Tuesday, April 7 
Or f f -  R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
morning. • . . . .  
Choral-- R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
afternoon, Pentecostal Church 
auditorium, evening. 
Senior Piano --- Pentecostal 
Church auditorium, morning and 
afternoon, R.E.M. Lee .Theatre, 
evening. 
1635-6181. I ] Wednesday, April S 
Vocal, solo - -  Pentecostal 
. No  service charges 
• Western Union- 
money transfers 
,American Express 
Travellers Cheques 
.Senior citizens' 
discounts 
... INDEPENDENT RAVEL PROFESSIONAL;S 
Church auditorium, morning and 
afternoon. 
Senior piano - -  R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre, morning, afternoon and 
evening. 
Thursday, April 9 
Guitar - -  Pentecostal Church 
fireside room, morning. 
Original compositions - - Pen- 
tecostal Church fireside room, 
afternoon. 
Vocal" duets, :t~os and:quar- 
te~s "Pentec0sta! Church audi- 
. torium,, morning. 
Recorder - -Pentecosta l  
C~hurch auditorium, morning. 
: Senior~.piano -r. :R:E,M. Lee 
Theatre, morning . . . .  , .... 
Scholarship C0mpetifion--- 
7:30 p.m, R.E.M. Lee.Theatre. 
Saturday, Apri l1!:  
Gala Per fo rmance  m 8 p.m., 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre; 
There is no admission charge 
to any of the above events.•except 
the Scholarship Competition. and 
the Gala Performance, for which 
seats are $5 each. 
THE KJDGES 
Don Clark, band and in- 
strumental  - -  Don Clark is no 
stranger to the Northwest and 
Spring is in the limelight!/ 
and Ev's is right in step.... 
with  the latest in men's fash ions  
" " .go l f  sh i r ts  .. :. 
= ~ . shor t . s leeved  summersh i~s  
• spor ts  pants  & jackets  
• cot ton  sweaters  
EV '8  extends  
a B IG  we lcome 
to  a l l  
par~dpants  o f  
the  1992 
Pac i f i c  
Nor thwest  
4605 Lakelse, Terrace Music Festival. 
Phone 635-5420 
F / 
/ 
/ 
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will be adjudicating at the;Pacific nine extensive concert tours in ! 
"No,west  MUsic Festival :for a the P~icific Northwest, to great i -'decond,time~ He is a freelance jazz criticalacclaim. He is on the fac- 
"musician and a member?of the ulties of Vancouver Community I 
! NeW..'Orleims Brass.- -~ College ~ and.Capflano College and i - - . J~ ' r l . ,  ~ . #, . , , ,  .~  . 
" .... : " " " " classical guitar music, i -:.=:~ ",,: Don  ,Har~'s, band ant[ m- has released three recordings of 
.. ,...:.~.:- . .~ .  ,:' : I 
to!~i~tti'e~Festivali:for:,the'.;second Noel Gently, vo ice  and 
.time'i~Dr. Harris holds aDoct;omte choral -- Dr. Noel Gently is a 
,n .us o n  iveo, .e ',, 
.Saskatchewan Where lle is the Canada. in 1962, as: a, volunteer 
condiictor of the Wind S~nphony. teacher with the Catholic .schools i ~ U t ~  
at '  the  Un iv~ers ' i ty  Of .  of Prince George Dmcese and I 
Saska~hewan. • taught at Veritas School in Ter- n 
:~:~:i:, " , , , . . . . . .  race f rom 1962 to  1965. I 
'."i!:~Dr,.Gerald:.N,King, band . ,  Subsequently,. he moved to I 2 Med!um l 
!and,,:instrumental ---:Gerald .Ontario where,., he  completed Hawamlan  ! 
::King .is Assistant ProfesSor of Bachelor's and Master's degrees I 
Music Education at the .Univer- at Ottawa University and, a doc- I Pan Pizza's; I 
sity of Victoria. Dr. King has torate at Brigham YoungUniver- Ham, Pineapple, I 
spent over 12 years teaching in sity, Utah. Dr. Gently has taught ~l I 
the public school system '.where at elementary and secondary Extra Cheese I 
his instrumental and choral schools in Ontario, Quebec and 
enSembles 'gained national and 
international acclaim. Dr. ,King 
was: also the conductor Of the 
Pacific Symphonic  Wind 
Ensemble and conductor/music 
director, of the Fraser Valley 
,: SymphOny Orchestra. 
,/ ,:.';.' ' -, t .;' "' - : i : "  ,' " . 
.;,. 2::. ~et teFry -Abra ,  AJLA.D. 
:~ ~t~ ~Fry-Abra eceived her 
~,. ." :.: ,~; -, " .~ : . . 
.,:. e~I~ii.T~rmnmg m South Africa 
.: where,;she became a recipient of 
:~ the Ade]ine Genee Award. 
; Aider a distinguished career 
asa  former prima ballerina with 
~the Royal Winnipeg Ballet Corn- 
r , ,  ' :  
!i, pany, she still carries on her love 
for the dance in her  teachings. 
/ For many years she taught in the 
: chool of the Royal Winnipeg 
:Ballet and danced in the musical 
,- shows at Rainbow Stage. In more 
recent years She has been teach- 
i'i' ing professionally in 'Edmonton, 
~i: Banff, the U, of C. and Calgary. 
Stephen Boswell, guitar - -  
:i' Born in England, Stephen began 
i:~ studying guitar at ~ the age of 
. eight, and tb:~ classical guitar 
exclusively at 13. He obtained an 
A.R.C.M. and L.R.C:M. from the 
Royal College of Music in London. 
.. "" Since his arrival to Canada in 
• 1975, Stephen Boswell has played 
B.C..from 1971 to 1979, and then 
he joined the  faculty of education 
at the University of Victoria. 
He is currently coordinator of 
the partnership rogram in Ele- 
mentary Education between the 
-UniversityofVictoria and. Okana- 
gan College, Kelowna. 
Betty Cooper, speech - -  
From Calgary , .,Alberta. She has 
her own speech school. Ms. 
Cooper has worked for many 
years for CBC and is also a 
speech examiner. 
Maureen Hollins, junior 
piano - -  Maureen Hollins's for- 
mal  studies have focussed on 
piano performance and pedagogy. 
, She holds a Bachelor of Music 
degree in piano performance from 
UBC., as well as  the :A.R.C.T. 
(Toronto Conservatory) ~and 
A.V.C.M. (Victoria conservatory) 
in piano performanh~. Hdr playing 
and teaching time i s  ': divided 
between her home 'studio in Sur- 
rey, and the Chilliwack •Academy 
of Music. ,..... :!..:., .,~ 
Eleanor Lawson, ..senior 
pi,ano - -  From Lethbridge, 
"Alberta.' She teaches at=the Uni-' 
versity of Lethbridge. 
I Offer valid at participating Pizza Hut restaurants until I 
Apdl 30, 1992. Delivery servic~ where available. One I 
coupon per party per visit. Offer not valid In 
i combination any Applicable taxes m 
1 
with other offer. 
extra. Coupon required, 
WIGHTMAN & SMITH 
INSURANCE AGENCIES LID. 
supporters of 
Pac~rw Northwest Music Featival 
For ~mp!ee insurance semis 
.Homeowner & tenant 
,commercial • 
.Mobile home 
• Ufe  . f i re  ; Logg ing  : 
.RVe ,Aircraft 
i,kensing" vehicle transfer, 
regw  . 
r 
1% 
: • " ' 
st 
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dee-jay, wasnear the pinnacle of his cal~eer when.  i.two thil!gs Whehhe awakensin the:hospital. ~-~ , ,,; 
disasterstruck. His off, hand.arrogance onthe air '!. : he S Survived a terdble car crash;~andhisimind!is 
triggered atragedy that ultimatelyruined his cai;eer. :~ a coml:;lete amnesicblank. His loving Wif6~Judith 
Obsessed withguiltl he descended into anetherworld (Scacchi)i who claims to have-been .in the :car i 
ofalcohol andself, pity, So one night he finally!decided withhim when l it plummeted off, acliff;assures ,~ 
toend:itall;: but then the most ~ unlikely of saviours ;. himof his identity, AS the doctors work day.: by . . .: . 
happenedalong.:~i: ":. ;. ' '~ ~ i .  .... :* : ~:i:~:. day:to reconstru~his shattered face and bocJy, ;ii;: 
.: ::::/:.. i.:!. Parry (Williams)isa street person, a former i Merrickstrugglest0 !econstruct his lifeiButhe.;i::i 
history professoi: wh0:now lives in a fantasy world filled can'tshake ;the: nagging feeling that something is ; 
with Red.Knights and damsels in distress, i-le explains., wrong~ ' ~: ~:~: ~.; ~;;:;~  
that hWs On a quest for the Holy Grail, and that Jack is Whenhefinally returns homeh~islmind~:; 
the one who's been sent to aid him. Jack thinks Parry is is still, a blank, The only memories he can.,;:~:~:. :; :.. 
just anothei; nutcase until he disc0vers that they are : .~ dredge:up area few rlightmarishvisionsand::: i!:;; .' 
linked bye common thread from his past.: : :  .. : erotic half-rnemoriesl He finds he must rely '~. i: =: i ;. 
i :: Determined to make amends forhis past.. ' Comple!ely on.thegu~danceof hiswife and afeW 
.Wrongs, dacE so0nfinds himself.drawn Into Parry's :. " close fnerlds, but he soon beComes . .:: ' " ,  .,: ~ 
strange world of holy quests and unrequitted/0vethat uncomfortably aware:that each has acontrasting 
will take him one heartbreaking journey of : picture of him in his former life: . .  . " 
enlightenment . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  Then he hires pri~,ate investigator Gus 
This Very funny film.seems rather strange at Kline (Hoskins)i and.their trip back throughtirfie, i; 
first; but it'swell worth the viewing. " " uncovers a I()t momlthan either bargained for/; " 
. " , .~ . 
~1~'  •_.i i"••.  ':"r 
" Reviews by 
Harrlett FJaagesund 
VOLUME 
O 
COLOUR 
;"O, 
•:TINT 
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Nancy Perry was one of the major winners at 
the Terrace Centennial Lions annual Ladies 
Diamond Dinner last, weekend. Ticket #38 won 
her an $850, 14-karat yellow gold diamond ring 
complete with five, three-point diamonds. The 
prize was donated and presented by Lorie Parr 
(above) of Erwin's Jewellers. 
- .=d 
The Karen Jamies0n Dance Company. 
and Kenneth B, Harris 
in collaboration with Evan Adams, Alice Jeffrey, 
Doreen Jensen and 
The University of British Columbia Museum of 
• Anthropology present 
®AWA ® ANZ 
:~:. i i  : :  : ' .. 
"::~ !: i!:i~:~:i i i! ~: i:i,: : :  .. " : ~' :' ::::' . . . : .  
R.E.M, Lee 
Theatre 
Monday, 
A~fil 13, 1992' 
:00 p.m. 
Tickets are available 
from: Sight& Sound, 
Misty River Books, 
Kermode Friendship 
Centre 
$10 adults, $7 seniors 
students: 
A communitty. _ 
sponsored event for 
more information 
please call 
638-1594 
[INorthwest Arts And Entertainment Calendaril 
R.E.M, Lee Theatre 
• Until April 11 - Pacific Northwest Music Festival; April 
9, 8 p.m. -Scholarship Night. April 11 - Gala Evening. 
• April 13, 8 p.m. - Gawa Gyani, presented by the Karen 
Jamieson Dancers. 
= April 14, 7:30 p.m. - Fiddler on the Roof, put on by 
Nechako Valley Secondary School (Vanderhoof) 
• April 25, 2 p.m. - Northwest Community College 
graduation ceremonies. 
The Terrace Inn / 
• Until April 4, Unsung Heroes, 
= April 6-18-,- Melissa &Prairie Rose, . • ~- ,~  
Northern Motor Inn, George's Pub .~ ' .... 
• Until April 4, Harvest Moon : ' • : " .  
• April 6-18 - Reg Alexander . 
Bavarian Inn . . . . .  
• April 25 - Easter Hop dine and dance. 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
• April 3 - Steak Night. 
• April 4 - Hard Times Dance, hosted by Ladies' 
Auxiliary. Jimmy Larkin entertains. Tickets $5 available 
at Field's or at the Legion. 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
• Until April 4"  Insights '92 - the youth of Kitimat display 
their tremendous talent. 
• April 4-May 9 - The Tale of Two Garbage Cans, and a 
diet to reduce the unwanted volume of garbage in your 
household. 
Terrace Public Art Gallery 
= April 3-26 - Mood Swings and Messages, recent works 
by Sisters Joanne Thomson and Vikki MacKay. 
Prince Rupert's Performing Arts Centre 
• May 7, 8 & 9 - 5th Annual B.C. Jazz Dance 
competition with a Gala performance on the evening of 
May 9. 
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SHIRLEY RYAN 
REMEMBERED 
, . , .  - ,  , .  
: ::': ~i Shirley RYan: of Terrace died in, St .  Paul's 
i Hospital in VancouveronMarch 10, a l~r ,an ,  
operation to remove one king, She was 55. 
Shirley will be sadly ~missed by her many 
friends and family, including her husband Jim, 
and children Nora, •Holly, Terry, Anne and Jim, 
and eight grandchildren. 
Jim is proud to .point out that three of his 
, and Shirley's grandchildren are now in a brass 
• . -quintet and participating in this year's Music 
!:: ~-~,,•;~,: Festival, "They've got a lot of intestinal fortitude 
= ' '/, and a lo t  of love~'t he says. 
.c= The Ryans came to Terrace in the summer of 
:~ !• 1974 after a holiday :through here to visit With 
i, ,' Bev and Gordon Dickie. J im was impressed •that 
• ~ acommunity the size ofTerrace was spending 
:¢ :almost $1 million to build a performing arts 
i theatre, and he was offered ateaching job here. 
: Gordon and Jim had grown up together in 
: ,; Chilliwack, were friends all through their Navy 
years, and had played in the Naden Band 
!": ~together. Shirley was born in Padstow, Alberta 
~ and was raised by her grandparents. She met 
i Jim in Abbotsford where .•she was attending 
~:: school in the early '50s. They were married in 
~: ,'1953. Bev Dickie says, 'Tve known Jim and 
Shirley as long as I've known my own husband 
!: - -38  years!" 
! • The Ryans lived •for 22 years in Victoria 
~ before their move to Terrace. Jim was a musician 
,i. and "led a pretty hectic life." He adds, with 
:~ : affection, "Shirley was always suppo~ive and 
solid. She never lost sight of what:had to be 
..... done.!':'Shirley• was:a mother, of five, a "Hoot 
Owr; , a boxing chaperon and a licensed practical 
~• nurse at Sandringham ,Hospital. She also did 
' some physiotherapy training and work at the 
;, Gorge Hospital. 
: : ' ,~?! ' ! ' i~ , : i '~ , . ;  ~ :  . 
Shirley Ryan. 
J im says most of their working lives were 
quite separate. But, he remembers fondly, three 
special projects they worked on together. Shirley 
started the Brownie pack in their neighbourhood. 
Jim explains, "We had three little girls and no 
Brownies!!' Shirley called the District Commis- 
sioner, set it up and became the "Hoot Owl" 
(normally known as the Brown Owl). Jim built 
the toadstool and the group met in the Ryan's 
basement until it outgrew the house and moved 
to larger quarters. Jim says proudly, "They're 
still going and still using the toadstool!" 
Another Victoria project was the establish- 
ment of the Mill Stream Boxing Club for 45 boys 
Who didn't want to join little league or any other 
team sport. Jim admits he couldn't box his way 
out of a paper bag, but he did know an available 
trainer, Vern e deRoge. They held bottle drives for 
equipment bought from the Armed Forces base in 
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Esquimalt. "Shirley mother-hen- 
ned them when they'd come over 
to the house, and once," Jim 
laughs, "she chaperoned them to 
the Emerald Gloves invitational 
meet in Vancouver when I had to 
go on a band trip." The Mill Bay 
Boxing Club ,won 11 out of 13 
bouts and took home the trophy. 
In Victoria,. the Ryans built 
theirdream home and four years 
later they sold it to come up to 
Terrace. Jim says he and Shirley 
both felt it was the best move 
they ever could have made. Shir- 
ley's grandfather moved up with 
them. He spent his last years at 
Skeenaview. Jim felt the kids 
gained greatly having their 
grandfather tophilosophize with. 
He died in 1976 at age 93. 
Shirley cajoled him into their 
third project ogether, Jim says. It 
was when Shirley was working 
with the mentally challengedat 
the Jack Cook School. With Jim's 
musical expertise, they devised 
the concept and implementation 
of a Hand Bell choir, the first in 
the Northwest. Ted Wells, the 
schoo} district treasurer at the 
time, Ordered the bells under 
protest, 
J imand Shirley colour- and 
symbol-coded the notes and bells 
on huge pieces of paper with large 
versions of the proper bars and 
staff and the students were ira- 
mensely proud of themselves. Jim 
recalls them faithfully polishing 
their bells and  wearing white 
gloves when they handled them. 
He says, "Shirley was a real disci- 
plinarian with them and they 
learned well. Shirley was a grand 
friend to them all. Up until a 
week i  before she went to 
Vancouver~ they still dropped over 
for tea." Shirley and Gail BiUson 
would take' them down to the 
Skeena Mall to perform. They also 
shared a'Christmas concert with 
the Caledonia Band. They also 
entered the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival on two different 
occasions. When the students 
from Jack Cook were integrated 
into the regular school system, 
Shirley followed them to Caledo- 
nia, where• she taught for two 
years, 
Hav~ng ~vorked and lived with 
them all her life, Shirley particu- 
larly enjoyed working With elderly 
people. She joined the staff at 
Skeenaview shortly after the i r  
arrival in Terrace.,Helvi Wright 
was one of her first acquaintances 
at Skeenaview. They became fast 
friends. She was also~ active both 
through the union 'and On the 
committee to have the old army 
barracks at Skeenaview tern 
down and the new building 
erected as Terraceview. 
When she wasn't working, or 
"being a good listener and my 
most ardent critic", says Jim, 
Shirley Ryan loved gardening, the 
outdoors and especially fishing. It 
didn't seem to matter what she 
caught. It was the experience she 
went for, if a humorous photo of 
her with a BIG fishing rod and a 
little fish is any indica~on[ She 
was also active in the Legion 
Ladies' Auxiliary. 
For just under a year, until 
October of 1991, Shirley worked 
agmn at Terraceview Lodge as a 
casual health care worker, pro- 
viding direct personal care for the 
residents. Terraceview director 
Doris Mitchell remembers Shirley 
as "an absolutely wonderful per- 
son. It's hard to find the words to 
• describe how much she contrib- 
uted." Mitchell added that it was 
hard to see shirley leave 
Terraceview and harder now to 
realize that she's gone and can't 
even come back to visit. 
Jim says, "The (Community) 
Band is a saviour for me. They're 
my second family. The whole 
community's been really support- 
ive, too." A memorial service 
was held for Shirley Ann Ryan on 
Saturday, March 21 at 3 p.m. at 
St. Matthew's Anglican Church. 
Eulogies were given by long-time 
friends Helvi Wright and Norma 
King. Reverend Lance Stephens 
officiated. Friends and family 
gathered at the Ryans' after the 
service. 
" - -  Betty Barton 
lIE.ART 
FC"~NDATIO~ Of 
B.C.& Y I~"  
IMPROVING 
YOUR ODDS 
AGAINST 
CANADA'S 
#1 KILLER 
A thoughtful way to 
remember is with an In 
Memoriam gift to the Heart 
and Stroke Foundation of 
B.C. and Yukon. Please 
mail your donation to the 
above address, as well as 
the name and address of 
an next-of-kin for 
acknowledgement card. 
Maggie Park 
#209.4526 Park Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-1167 
f.uk.C, alendac 
Winners 
March 27, 1992 -$50 
Mary Brown, Terrace 
March 28, 1992 - $50 
Norm Heighington, Terrace 
March 29, 1992 - $50 
Chris Johnson, Terrace 
March 30, 1992 - $50 
Peter McClain, Terrace 
March 31, 1992 - $100 
David Hall, Terrace 
April 1,.1992 - $100 
Cheryl Lippert, Kitimat 
April 2, 1992 -$50 
Gary Slater, Mission 
In support of the Dr. 
R.E.M. Lee Founda- 
tion efforts to obtain a 
CT Scanner for Mills 
Memorial Hospital 
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Richards 
on Emerson 
LAUNDROMAT 
- B r ight  & C lean  
- He lp fu l  A t tendant  
- New Washers  
and  Dryers  
- Bache lor  Serv ice  
- Soap  - Pop  - Etc.  
- Dryc lean ing  
3223 Emerson  St .  
Ter race .  
Monday to Friday 
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
Phone: 635-51,19 
$48 Pe rro~oo ngpern~g ~t  
on a Standard Slngle; Double or Twin 
Room any Friday, Saturday or Sunday 
Come in and enjoy.our 
Waterfront Restaurant  
or havera drink in 
Charley's Lounge.. 
Call for a Reservation 
Toll Free 1-800-663-8150 ~ 
MOTOR 
222 West 1st Ave. ~ 
MESSAGE FROM THE, ORIENT. 
. . . . .  , . . . . .  , . , . , ,  . , i .  o - :, : - , ,  ~ ".'.:::":~ !~ i~ /
.~rrace's:. jason., KraUse ."is:" tion problems? For the sam,'e 
currently in Japan on a:one-year soni tii~it, 70 percent o f '~ ,  
Pacific Rim scholarship, and th is  cars~sold in Japan, i/re whi~ 
is the second'of>Jason's :letters 
from Japan to be published in  the 
Terrace Review. • Jason's host 
family bought a subscription roan 
English language newspaper 
(translated from Japanese) and 
that prompted Jason's report:on a
few "news" stories he's' read dur- 
ing his time in Japan. Jason is 
the son of Larry and Joyce Krause 
of Terrace. 
" I read an interview with a 
president of a marriage "match- 
making" company (probably a 
third of all Japanese marriages 
start in Such organizations, stem- 
ming from the tradition of 
arranged marriages). She was 
asked to explain the surprising 
phenomenon that the percentage 
of women who are unmarried at 
the age of 30 has reached an all- 
time high, (What's interesting, in 
this male.dominated society, is 
that it takes two to make a couple 
and there is never any mention of 
the men's statistics, which must 
be pretty much the same.) 
The president reiterated the 
dreaded fact already known by 
millions of young wife-wanting 
Japanese men -- their female 
counterparts are all looking for a 
"san ko" man. Literally trans- 
lated, "san ko" means 'Ithree 
highs" -- high education, high 
salary, and high height (at least 
180cm, or 5'11", tall)! 
Some young Japanese women 
also have a fourth test prospects 
must pass -- the man must not 
be the eldest son in his family. 
Even thought the first-born ~ son 
inherits his family's assets, he 
also inherits the responsibility of 
caring for his parents in their old 
age. Unfortunately, that burden is 
usually passed on to the son's 
wife. Many  arguments with 
mother-in-law ensue. 
Now are you wondering how 
this pickiness could create popula- 
rea÷" !~ 
~or., 
the same reason you seethe ~:~e, 
ski suitworn by 15 people on a 
Japanese ski hill. For thel,s~ame - 
reason almost every business man 
wearsouly navy blue suits,That 
reason? Uniformity, a feeling ~hat 
has beenpart of Japanese society, 
for hundreds of years, since the 
t ime o f  the  samura i .  
Consequently, for the past •few 
years in Japan, almost every 
Japanese woman has decided to 
settle for nothing less than a :'san 
ko" man. However, few men meet 
all the guidelines (height i s  
usually the problem). Therefore, 
fewer women are getting married, 
fewer new families are starting 
and fewer children are being 
born. In a highly industrialized 
country withan aging population,. 
that can be considered a problem, 
The conformity in Japanese 
culture is not all bad, though. I n 
many people's opinion, • conformity 
i s  the main reason that Japan 
was able to establish its strict 
work ethic and, in turn, make its 
incredible economic recovery after 
World War II. 
The Japanese preference for 
white cars is not their only car 
news. Every two years, every 
Japanese car must be 'shaken'. 
(No, Sumo wrestlers don't jump 
up and down on the bumpers.) 
The cars undergo rigorous tests 
for two days and are improved to 
meet Japan's ever-toughening 
pollution and safety regulations. 
There's only one problem with the 
system (which motivated the 
journalist to write his article) - -  
the Car owner loots the entire 
'shaken' bill! In my mind, this 
whole process may be responsible 
for keeping the Japanese domestic 
automobile market alive. With the 
'shaken' bill averaging $2,000- 
4,000, many Japanese see more 
benefit in just buying a new car. 
.... to be continued next week, 
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At a time like this, the last thin  
you want to think about is Hydr . 
A.,,i your kids their l homework tonight, we don't want them to worry about the i~x Iraload on our system 
Walll Iheln I n  wnvrv  : ,h , .~ . ,  , I . .  . . . . . .  * _ . . : . : _ .  ", .  . • wanl Ihem Io worry aboul Ihe complexities of supply- 
i ingelectricily to the Iburcomers of our province. Or 
copin~ wilh our aging nclwork of l~cililies. Or Ihe 
dil'!icullie.~ involved with swilching !o underground 
liiles. Or prcdictil)g fuiur¢ denland. We doJl't even 
caused by 150,000 new customers added in just live 
years. Or by our concern lbr the environment that keeps 
us from building new facilities unless they're absolutely 
necessary. But we do ask their help. And yours. When- 
ever you use electricity, please use il wisely. 
..... n bud  ~.~ C rO m 
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DRAW LANDS; .. I 
LANCE IN 
STAR CAMP 
Seven-year-old Limce Webber, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Web- 
bet of Terrace, has won the oppor- 
tunity to take par~, in,the Coca- 
Cola/NHL Future Stars hockey 
skills clinic in Vancouver. Heql 
have a chance to learn from 
Wayne Gretzky later at a special 
free hockey camp. 
Lance is one of 100 children 
aged seven to 15 selected to  
attend. Their names were drawn 
from entry forms ,submitted by 
area youngsters. 
The clinic, emphasizing the 
basic skills of hockey, is one of 13. 
held across the country in March 
and April. Lance is at Vancouver's 
Pacific Coliseum tomorrow from 
noonto 3 p.m. From there, two of 
the participants will be chosen 
through random draw t b go to the 
Coke Classic Wayne Gretzky 
hockey camp in Montreal, June 
21-24. More than 60 youngsters 
from Canada nd the U.S. will be 
at Montreal. 
This Future Stars program 
was launched in 1990. Since its 
introduction, over 3,000 children 
have attended clinics in Canada, 
and over 100 got one-on-one in- 
struction from Gretzky and other 
NHL greats at his hockey school. 
PEEWEE REPS 
FINISH THIRD, 
Terrace Peewee Peps came 
home with a third-place finish 
from the Cloverdale tournament 
in late March. They compiled two' 
wins (plus a default .win), a tie 
and a couple of losses. 
The Minor Hockey series saw 
Terrace open with a 2-2 tie 
against West Vancouver, then 
f f ' l~ ' (  • . " I  
I 
Lance Webber: Chance for 
• • i '  ~ . . . .  ' '~" : " , ' , :  
~ , ~ ~ ~, '~ , , ' ,~ ,  
. ~..~ ~; .  - i ' :~t  " 
, - . G . .~ ,  ( ' ' M  
camp.with the Great One. 
- . . ? -  ,.:- ,- 
i 
' , , . .  , - "  . START EARLY 
. °  
pick up a win by default against 
Surrey. when Surrey had to cancel 
out at the last minutei The score 
was given as l -0 .  
Game three for Our boys was 
a 7-4 win overAldergrove. 
Terrace thenplayed a triple 
'AAA' match to make up for the 
default contest. I t  was strictly 
: ,  :~!.¢xhibition for. our double 'AA' lads 
as we lost 10-3. 
We moved on to lose 5:4 to 
Port Albei, ni. This put us in the 
semi-finalswhere we dropped a 
7-2 decisio n.t o Prince George. 
In the playoff for third and 
fourth, we took on Port Alberni 
again and came through with a 
7-5 win for third place. 
ON SKEENA 
VALLEY LINKS 
It wasa  record early opening 
last weekend for the Skeena Val- 
ley Golf and Country Club. 
The weatherman co-operated., 
so that local and visiting" golfers 
could take to the links on March 
28 instead of mid-April as in past 
years. 
They're planning their first 
social event on the night of Satur- 
day the 4th. You •should pay your 
dues this night or before to be 
eligible to win back one half of 
your annual dues. Two draws are 
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planned, and newcomers are wel- 
come. 
Buster Patterson of the out- 
rode crew says the course is in top 
shape,because many members 
have i~oiUnteered time .to :hdp 
with~ :~dl spring cleanup, i By. ~, the 
way, i'the!~ving range is exp~d 
to ope~ itom0rrow, when the kit. 
chert i~s  on line, The Pro Shop 
opened ;.last weekend. 
Green fee rates are $20 for 18 
holes (i/~ week days, $14 for nine 
holes:6n week days, weekends 
and hi)~tdays (one rate) are $24, 
twilight;•,and seniors are $14. 
Theseindude GST. 
All i~ ~embers must have a 
one-time purchase of a certificate 
of membership at $125~00. Dues 
are as .foLlows: 
Annual for first playing adult 
- -  $475. 
Annual for second playing 
adult - -  $425. 
Seniors over 65 - -  $250. 
Juniors 18 and under--  $150. 
Men's B.C.G.A. dues - -  $11; 
ladies' CLGA dues - -  $13.50. 
Family membership-- $1,100. 
(Plus GST for all). 
Phone the club at 635-2542 
for more information. 
RUPERT 
RECAFFURES 
RELAY 
The combination of being 
out-manned 16 to 11, plus the fact 
that several of Terrace's best 
runners were still away at univer- 
sity, added up to Prince Rupert 
winning the annual Rupert-to- 
Terrace Relay Run on March 28. 
The victory placed Prince 
Rupert in front overall for the 
three years of the event's exist- 
ence, having won the initial out- 
ing two years back. The coast 
crew ran a nine-hour, 56-minute 
clocking. It topped our Skeena 
Valley Roadrunners time of 10 
hours, 27 minutes. 
However, the SVRC gang held 
on to their record time for this 
THE SCORES ARE.... 
March 17 
Inn of the West . i 10 
Norm's Auto Refinishing "~16 
March~18 
Back Eddy Pub , i i;; 6 
Convoy.Supply ?" ~ ~i~:ii:: .i.;~"5 - i '~ 
March 19 : `  '1~ . ,  . . . .  
Skeena Hotel " ,, - 15 ~/ :"  " '  
March 21 - ' ' " '~ 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 14 
All Seasofisl ,8.., 
March 22 
Precision Builders 11 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 6 
RECREATIONAL 
DIVISION 
OLDTIMERS 
DIVISION 
TERRACE MEWS RECREATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE 
Precision Builders 6 
,Back Eddy Pub ~ 5 
All Seasons 3 ,  
Riverside Auto Wranglers 4 
(OVERTIME) :. 
Inn of the West 0 
Riverside:Auto Wranglers 3 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 3 ~ 
Inn of the West 7 
Convoy Supply 3 
POOLA GP W L GF GA PTS 
SkeenaHotel 4 4 0 25 16 11 
Precision BUilders • 4 1 3 26 38 4 
Inn of the West 4 1 3 34 31 3 
POOLB GP W L GF GA PTS 
All Seasons 4" 2 2 17 15 ,6 
i BackEddyPub 4 2 2 14 14 6 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 2 2 17' 19 6 
POOLC GP W L GF GA PTS 
All Seasons 4 3 1 19 17 8 
Back Eddy Pub 4 2 2 20 15 7 
Norm's Auto Refinishing 4 1 3 15 22 3 
I UPLANDS BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 
- MARCH 27 & 28 
GRADE 7 GIRLS 
Uplands 30, Yeritas 24 - OT 
Clarence Michiel 124,,Clarence Michiel II 26 
Thornhil131, Clarence Michiel II 26 
Veritas 32, Clarence Michie1121 
Uplands 83, Kitwanga 12 
Cassie Hall 24, Thornhll115 
Clarence Michiei 2 30, Kitwanga 10 
Veritas 12,Cassie Hall 25 
Uplands 48, Clarence Michiel 114 
Thornhill 23, Kitwanga 8
Uplands 61, ClarenceMichlel II 18 
Cassle Hall and Uplands will Nayoff on 
April 7,8 or 9 for first place. 
Thomhill placed third. 
Kitwanga was selected the best 
sportsmanship by a team. 
. . This column sponsored by: 
A complete personalized Agency 4648 Lakelse Ave., Terrace 
HOME .-- LIFE - -  F IRE 
BOAT ./-- BUS INESS 
i 
/ 
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Sk i~g I : :" 
At Its Peak 
SHAMES 
SK] lIPS 
t 
f 
f. 
by Tim Foster, 
Skier Services Director 
See bumps as 
. :  'friendly steps' 
Confionted with a slope of big 
moguls, what do you usually see? 
One skier may visualize a field of 
'tank traps'. Another sees huge, 
menacing teeth. Neither of these 
images i  conclusive to a friendly 
relationship with the mountain. 
On the other .hand, you can view 
bumps as a staircase. Im=d of 
being a 'tank Ixap', the uphill side 
. of each mogul provides a platform 
for your turn, making the slope 
.seem less steep. 
Imagining the bmnps in this way.. 
allows you to use them to your 
jdvanlagc railer than Icing inlimi. 
dated by them. YOu'H.. xexl .u m an- 
xiety, tension and avoidance. 
SLIMMER AT SHAMES: 
Commencing Victoria Day, W,~k- 
end (May 16, 17 & 18), .Sham,. ~ 
Moun~ Vayl~gc .win be ~ii 
1 - 5 p.m. on weekends and holi- 
days to serve ~u at~rnoon ie.as 
and scrumptious desserts - - On 
aec~ weather permmingl And call 
635-6244 to book your special 
event at Shames. We'llcaterl 
¢O]' 
REAL'W WORLD" 
l lmlr4L~ I~'lNSfJU 
REALTY WORLD 
Lakelse Realty 
Skeena MAll 
phone 638-0268 
SupporterSof 
Shames Mountain 
Terrace relay team: five runners and half an hour short. 
Highway :16 race - -  nine hours, 
37 minutes, set last year. 
' "We were close by about two- 
and-a-half minutes at the 11 a.m. 
time," organizer Ed Ansems said. 
"Then we fell back and couldn't 
make up the time lapse." 
Relay team member Marilyn 
Earl ~ said the SVRC runners used 
a-strategy of running an initial 
half-hour block" each: then run- 
ning shorter times in the succeed- 
ing blocks. 
All the runners on both sides 
gathered for a 7 a.m. start at 
Prince Rupert. After the con- 
clusion of the race runners from 
both cities gathered for dinner 
before the Rupert group began the 
drive home. 
So far they've set up for alter: 
hate year race directions. Ansems 
said that next year they hope to 
make it a permanent Terrace-to- 
Rupert event. 
It was hoped that Kitimat 
would enter a team this year, but 
apparently the Smelter City crew 
is busy setting up their own club. 
Next on 1;he dist;rict agenda is 
Prince Rupert'shal,f-marathon 
and/0r tw0'person re lay0n April 
12. 
FTrZPATRICK 
STILL IN 
C OD FORM 
According to the Hockey 
News, Kitimat's Mark Fitzpat~ck 
is well on the road to complete 
recovery from that  life- 
threatening disease that felled 
him in the fall of 1989. 
The 23-year-old goalie is num- 
ber one for New York Islanders 
now, due to regular Glenn Healy 
having surgery on his right index 
finger. 
Still conscious of the fact his 
disease could resurface once 
again, Fitz continues to take two 
types of medication to prevent 
any flareups. He claims to feel 
progressively heal thy and 
becomes more confident daily 
about playing regularly. 
He still has a $180-million 
lawsuit over the dietary supple. 
ment that caused all his prob. 
lem§. 
In addition to the support of 
his parents in Kitimat, where:he 
spent much of his early recuperat- 
? 48 
~Jttg; 
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ing, he feels that Billy Smith (the 
Isles' goalie coach)has helped 
toughen him up mentally. Smith 
says that having Mark reach 85% 
is better than having most guys 
at 100%. 
:smith says he's never seen a 
six-footer who can move his feet 
like Mark does, 
statistically, Fitz has played 
1,444 :minutes back with the 
Islanders. He has yet to record a 
shutout this season and has'given 
up only 76 goals. :~ :'
His goals-against average is 
3.16 as of March 24. 
And his win-loss-tie mark is 
9-11-4. 
I 
TOPHOCKEY DOGS 
• " : f~ i  ~(  "1 ¸ ~¸ ~ • • 
: : - ; i i , / , y  I : 
i J 
BLADES ZIP 
THROUGH 
HISTORY 
Last Wednesday and Thursday 
evenings/ the Terrace Figt/re 
Skat~g'Club presented Slcating 
Through the'Ages - -a  collection 
of :memories highlighted with 
costume, music and skating skills.': 
: AllmemberS ofth e Club (ages '~ 
4,19) participated in •musical 
skating selections commencing 
with the Cave Era, jumping into 
the '20s'~vith flappers, on to Bon- 
hies and Clydes and Miss Bur- 
lesque :(Chella Levesque), the  
Keystone Cops and Charlie 
Chaplin (Katie Dediluke), the 
Boogie Woogie Bugle Boys, Let's 
Do the Twist, Splishin' & 
Splashin', Jailhouse Rock • 
(Melanie Kerr), Itsy Bitsy Teeny 
Weeny Yellow Polka Dot Bikini, 
ChantiUy Lace (Stephanie Kerr), 
Disco, Miss Rad (Nicole Page), 
Thriller, Rap (Kristen Dedihke, 
Carrie Iamele), and Future. 
Guest skaters Lisa Daly and 
Jeff Zarin thrilled the audiences 
with their singles and pairs pres- 
entations throughout the evening 
performances. 
Julia Mitchell, 1992 Carnival 
chairperson, thanks all the far- 
thinking people involved in get- 
I ¸ s . "  ,~ 
:• • /4 .:¸; 9 !  I' i 
P lay . . . in  " • ; . , . ,  . .  I, . . :~  : ~ . : . . .  the, ~rrace Mens Recreatwnal :Hockey Leaguewound up forthe 
ason last week. In !he s~n:death championship, game, All Seasons 
(top) ca~ but the wih:~'bver::the Skee~ : HStel'by a score of 8'2. 
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:~g~the  Terrace Figure'Skafing P CE RUPERT 
ClUb :started in the fall ofii1972:'" : 
,i and:Wlshes the club well iff;cel :, 
bbrating its 20th year . .  ,. 7 ~ ~ = v  ACE 
'~,/..:.On-behalf. o  the executivei. " ' " '  
President Anita Page th~ked 
coac.heSTanya and Leonard'W~- 
kentin and i~osemarie Friel, i'iwho' 
have: spent many patient • hours 
Working with the skaters so they , 
could bring you this special pres ~::• 
entation." 
Inthe program, it was:noted 
that Monica Lessard (one of~e 
originators of the Terrace. Figure 
Skating Cluband still vvlth."the III: 
Club-today) will be the only:B.C,~ • 
Trial' Judge attending the -1~992 
Canadian Precision Champion-.: 
• ships to be held in Regina, com- 
mencing April 1. 
Monica will be "trialing" and 
hopes to gain her certification to 
become an official Precision 
Judge. 
• - - -Bet tyBar ton  
, • . •  
ON'B:C. TEAM 
• ,[._b~roin P r ince  Ruper t  Th is  Week]  
• , . . . .  . - 
....... :.A young Prince Rupertsoccer 
p i~r  has been chosen: to play on 
Caprovincial team that will repre- 
sent=B.C, in a\tournament in 
Oregon. " " 
Roland Tupas Singh is a 15- 
year-01d Grade 10 student at St. 
Micha'~i'§ .University School in 
Victoria, i~and plays On that insti- 
tution's rugby, basketball and • . •. ,,. .," 
soccer teams. Rolandwas born 
and raised in Prince Rupert, and 
attended King Edward Elemen- 
tary and Booth schools before 
moving on to St. Michael's last 
fall. He started playing soccer just 
two years ago in Grade 8 with the 
Credit Union's 16-and-under team 
of the Prince Rupert Minor Soccer 
League. 
:,' ~ Roland, whoplays righ~:.wifig, 
: among :a number of  offset, p~J.4i-. 
tions, attended the B.C. Summer 
Games in Prince "~ ~"'~ . . . .  ~eorge  last 
June; ' ,: ~,'~ ,:' , ,v 
"Last October, I aite :d  l a 
two-day tournament and~ S :put  
on a metro team, .... explains 
Roland. "Those are the t~.  teams 
in eac h municipaiity,add"! was 
chosen for the North DeIta metro 
team. Then I went to a t~.-oUt in 
Marchand if you're notided, you 
go to a camp with :44' p'!ayers. 
During thethree-day camp they 
get thatnumber  down't0 21... 
then, dur inga camp in BUrnaby 
last Monday, TuesdaY:and Wed- 
nesday, they cut it down to 17." 
Roland was among : those 
.lucky 17 players, and is now on 
the B:C. Select team for boys 16 
and under. The team Will soon 
travel to Portland, Oregon to play 
all-star teams from American 
Pacific Northwest and will repre- 
sent B.C. against other provinces 
in future competitions. 
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No = how everybody's building 
: remakes ofthe ' ' ^ 
Yawn. 
Yamaha 
went another 
route; They 
built a classic 
from scratch. 
The all new 
600cc Seca II
has a radical, 
= ~..' , Genesis-inpire¢ 
-, ~.. engine layout 
Monocross rear suspension, front and 
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KEN GIBSON 635-2909 TREVOR GIBSON 
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"SPORTS, BRIEFLY. : 
'J' ~T~e Terrace hockey season winds down this 
• / t  ~ 
Weekend with a Midget series at the arena. Plans are 
ca!ling for a two-section, round,robin series with at 
least' eight teams participating. 
It m ns from tonight til Sunday. 
'SoEball umps, new and old, get a chance tolearn 
from an expei~ this month when the B.C. Softball 
Association stages an umpires' clinic here. 
Coming up for the Saturday, April 11 clinic is 
Brian Van Oss, umpire-in-chief for the province. It 
will be held in room 208 •at Northwest Community 
College and run from 8:45 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
For further information, contact Rob Burg at 
either 638-2054 or 635-2068. 
The Terrace Tennis Club invites tennis enthusi- 
asts to come out and join in club activities. The adult 
membership fee is only $45 for the year and entities 
the member to join in the friendly competition. The 
club meets Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday evenings 
from 6 p.m. until dusk at the Kalum courts. Club 
nights' will be starting on April 5. For further infor- 
mation, call Ada at 635-9695 or Karen at 635-5603. 
2ND ANNUAL 
DISTRICT OF K!TIMAT 
t" 
l 
RECREATION ` • DEPARTMENT 
SUMMER HOCKEY SCHOOL 
Week I August 24- 26 
Week 2 August 31 to Sept. 4 
Head Instructors: 
• Don Lacy 
,~. Fred Schooley ~ ..... 
Early Registration Discount 
(before May 15). 
For more information contact 
Mr, Randy Udahl at the Tamitik 
Sports Complex, 632 7161. 
I 
TiRE SALE 
G E 
B U 3 
T THE 4TH TIR[- 
FREE! 
Ask us to help you choose the tires that 
fit your wheels and driving needs the 
best. We have a wide selection, and all 
Petro-Canada tires are backed b~, our 
Lifetime Road Hazard Protection 
warranty. Stop in •today and make a 
change for the better. 
• Designated Inspection Facility 
Totem Service 
(N & J Service Centre Ltd.) 
• 635 4515 
PETROCANADA ® 
A Petro-Canada 
Dealer 
4711 Lakelse Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
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:':'To "• confirm •th~ 
rtunours about town 
Bob , Wilkinson • ~i~ 
moving on, but not ~ oul 
of Terrace. We~ 
• Beeston, Wilkinson'~ 
general manager  fol 
the past two years, i~ 
the new owner o: 
Wilkinson Busines~ 
Machines. 
Under Bob's abh 
leadership, Wilkinsoz 
Business Machines wal 
established in 1970 am 
quickly grew from 
basement location il 
the Lazelle Shoppinl 
Centre (beside. Joe'l 
Printers). From there, 
the company moved to 
larger quarters in the 
building previously 
WILKIE SELLS OUT 
Wilkinson, Beeston: Smooth handover. 
occupied by lawyer Doc , , 
Robertson (now Terrace Realty). into their current location on  
From there, they moved into, Lakelse Ave. 
the building now occupiedby NRS ~ Bob Wilkinson moved to Ter- 
Pruden and Currie, and then to race from Whitehorse, via Vic- 
the old Albert & McCaffery, store toria, 22 years ago. He explains, 
at Highway 16 West and Ebyl St~ , "The :Victor dealership brough t 
In 1980, Wilkinson Business me here." Bob began his career in 
Machines becamea Canon dealer"" officemachtnery and supplies at 
"and thefre still an integral part age 18,and 4t's the only industry 
" S of what we do,  ays Bob proudly. ''•. he's ever' Workedin. Now he says, 
Canon Used ~ WilkinsOn Business :: heqlbefocusmg onother business 
Machines in a nation-wide ad'~: ,i interests and hobbies. 
An avid vintage car collector, 
Bob was  the driving force in es- 
tablishing• the Skeena Valley Car 
Club last year. This year, he is 
campaign which most people will 
remember-- a float plane deliver- 
~g a Canon copier to Kincolith. 
In 1987, Wilkinson's moved 
- ) : , . - : )  - 
• . ) '  
. .  . . , 
the in-c0ming president 
of the club. Bob says 
enthusiastically, "The 
Skeena ValleY, Car 
Club has their Cruise 
Nite every Friday flight 
from 7-10 at A & Won: 
Keith Ave. New mere, 
bers are always ,wel- 
come. Our • general 
meetings arethefourth 
Thursday of each 
month at 'the Kin ,Hut 
at 7i30." 
Ever •the commun- 
ity-minded citizei~, Bob 
Wilkinson has suppoS- 
ed service clubs and 
community organiz- 
ations and sponsore d 
sports teams over the 
years, including Ter- 
race Minor Hockey. In 
recognition of his 
efforts, Bob was named Business 
Executive of the Year for 1987; 
Wes Beeston, the new propri- 
etor of Wilkinson Business 
Machines, was in banking for 12 
years before joining Wilkinson in 
October 1989. "It was to reduce 
Bob's workload and to effect the 
eventual succession," says Wes. 
He and his wife Gail came to 
Te~ace from VancoUver in 1985 
"for quality of life for my family 
(which now includes daughters 
Jessica, seven, and Alison, five)!', 
he explains. • Wes's backgr0und 
includes sales, marketing, human 
i 
" .' " ,  .L ,. L , , , . , . L  . . . . . . . . . . .  . .3  " 
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* Hemlock & Cedar Fencing * 
;2903 Braun.Street, :: 
Terrace, B.C!!~ : :,~. i.~;./~ .635"5981 
I 
Jack Beck 
PUBLISHED BY CLOSE UP 
BUSINESS SERVICES LTD. 
Sales representative 
Tel (604) 635-7840 
Fax (604) 635-7269 
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Terrace Review 
4535 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, British Columbia 
VSG 1M7 
ACCURACY 
OBJECTIVITY :~- 
• INTEGRITY: 
• . ~ , 
| 
, " I , - ' , ' , TL  
Wireless 
Tosh iba  
Alarms - ,Medica l  Alert Systems • Security Services, 
Telephones,• & Facs imi le  • 24 Hr. A larm Mon i to r ing  
J oe  Sullivan 
~ 635-2881 
GREENING TOURS LTD. 
CUSTOMIZED TOWN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS 
. . . . .  2090 Churchill Drive, R.R.#4 
Terrace, British Columbia 
Canada VSG 4V2 
Beverly Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
Fax (604) 638-8991 
i 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30 a.rn. - 10:30 p.m. daily 
2701 Kalum 
635-6180 
West Coast """ 
Landscaping 
DESIGN -INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE . .  - 
COMMbRCIAL - RESIDENTIAL Jon Blake 
• LAWN" REJUVENATION 635-2572 
• PRUNING, SPRING CLEAN UP 3923 Simpson Cres. 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS Terrace, B.C. 
"YOUR AUTHORIZED 
LENNOX DEALER" 
Heating & Air Conditioning 
Northwest Consolidated 
Supply Ltd. 
5239Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
MERC CRUISERS. MARINER OUTBOARDS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
" YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
,, • YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS & 
POWER PRODUCTS-DI No.7550. 
KEN'S MARINE 
KEN GIBS_  ON 635-2909 TREVOR GIBSON 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry Renovations 
"No job too small" 
. . , ' , 
' Sen io rs  Rates 
3514 King Ave.  MALCOLM 
Terrace, B.C. ' " SIMONS 
V8G 4Z3 . PH. 635-7724 
D 
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TERRACE LTD. '~ 
4711-A Keith Ave. '" 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled Promptly 
638.1166 
, , , .  
/ 
Collision re~ir and paint centre ~ ' ' 
Featuring heated downdraught spray bo0th.] I" 
A factory finish on every carl 
Free estimatest 4630 KEITH AVE. 
6353929 " FAX:635-3081 ~ 
MaCKay's Funeral Services 
& Crematorium Ltd. 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
James B. Westerman 
Doug MacFarland 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 
Phone (604)  635-2444 
Serving Northwestern B.C, 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS- SALES 
PIANO TUNING, 
REGULATION & REBUILDING 
Jose Coosemans  . 
.: 4703 Straume Ave. 
Terrace. B.C. 
CANADA V8G 2C4 
(604) 635-.9275 
ffah¢ ee 
BARBER SHOP 
We specialize in 
straight razor shaves " 
and tapers. 
• Perms 
,Colour 
• Creative Cuts 
• New Look 
Consultations 
• Braids a Up-do's 635-5727 or 635-4555 
4646 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Third Avenue Shoes 
' ' . , .  ,-,- . . . . . . . . .  . , . . . , . , . , . /  ...................... , , , . . , . . . . . , . . .  . . . . . . . . .  :... ~:~:~:.:~:.:~:~:~:~;~>~:.~+:~:~:~:~:~,~:~r~:~:~:~:z~;::~[:m::~:~:~::::~::~:~ 
ir~:.!!:~:~!i!~::ii:"iiii!i!; ~ ~i~:'~:~:;::i':~:: !: :'~/'!::m~ :~L!:~!'~ii:-:':"::" .~ ......... ;:~*"::'T ~''A .":":~"'"i!::iiiii~ii~:.:.i~!::!~@:::i! 
~:i ~::,~::~.~::::t ;~ ~#:i~ ~:~:' ::~iL:~ i;i: .;:#!  :~:~:~:;~ ( ) ~ : , i ! ~ i ~ i T a ~ ~ i ~ ; ~  ~ ~ : i ~ i : :  ~i~ ~ " '  ................ i~T " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~i,~;:~.~';:~ ~ ;; ;~:~;~!~;;;~!~1~;i~i~i 
4615 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G IP9 635-5222 ~ 
Sales and Service for 
Motorc.ycles • Chainsaws 
suzux, Snowmobdes • MarmeSupplies 
SKIDO0 
TERRACE ==~ EQUIPMENT 
SALES Ep. LTD. 
4441 Lal~else Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
D 
"A True 
EC#1051 
Northwest  Company" .  
638-024: 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings ~ Custom Framing 
Portraits ~ , ~Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings ~ . . . .  Posters 
5 Minute Passports Limited Editions 
Laminating Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
, Bus. 635.5288 Res. 635-5544 
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!' ,!~  reSOurces,  and ,  f inanc ia l  manage-  
,. . . . .  II ;TIR, RRACi . l-lftl r.RA e.] n 
i denr~andin-coming president or I t~t  T / '~  t~TT-~ ~ t"~ ~ ~ ~r~ 
~. ~r~ac,erotary and past director, I I1% I I ~1 I~1 1"4 ~ .~ i - I  ,L~ ! : i{  
" and treasurer o fboth ,theTerrace ! U .t=ff/.  I=..Jt' m .]1.~.~1 .L . I . I~ ' I~ '  j I . . .4 .  : . L J - J L ,~  
and Dmtnct  Chamber  ~ o f  Corn-  I " , " " ==~ :'A " .' : 
nietc.e',and, the  •Child Deve lopment  | ' " " ' ' ' ' ' ' : ' ~ i ~  : . . . .  
Ceilt~.He.enjoys golfl,skiing and .. | ' i : ~ - - ' . ' ="' "" . ~f lg~k'N~: I " -  "" 
squash, when he can fi~dl the time / , . ~ ' ,'~ ' T i. '. . . ! " '~ ' "  ~ ~ ~ "  " ' 
- • ' ' . , er race  Inn  , . . . .  / / ~  ~ t  ~o..p..,.,~.-. .. . .... . ...... : . ' / . ~ ~ ",m,,,~. 
' Wi lk inson  Bus iness  Mach ines  / Skeena Rooms _ i ~ 1 ~  I~ le ,  , 
ihavei:recently: added 'business ] Saturda' a. .~- ,  ~,~ ~l i . l l l~L~i i~  !~~ 
stht iOnery~to the i r  cus tomer  ser-  | , J I  Z'~J t l t  "Jtt l l  ~ ~ J ~ ' ~  ' 
vices and are currently introduc: I 10a.m. -4  n'm" . ~  7/~.-.......~ 
ing fhe new. technology of office / " ' r ' , . ' ~  0 ~u~ 
.automation with computer inter- | FREE ADMISS ION U ~ , 
face..Wes and BOb assure  the i r  | " . . . .  " "~0 i~l~' l )~&! 
valued customers that  Wilkinson I " " .- : ~ w, ,v  
Business Machines will retain its. I • ,-, . • ,,~ 0,., , .. - _ ,-,, :., . .. 
name, business philOsophy, effi- ] ~.omputers loys t)aoy.ltems • uotmng 
cientcustomer service and quality I • Gi~,~._... • ~_~. .~r_ ,  ,~__,_ , .~: ,. : 
, l a t t~a~ ruuu~tUZII~ DOOKS ~.ra~ts  
product lines..Wes concludes, l .-. .. ~ . , .~_ . 
.i'Our customers provide 'the [ . • ~osmeucs  • ~;rystal • ~noes  • etc. 
"insight as to our future direction." 
: . . . . .  • ~ Betty Barton 
!' : :/It's, Spring tune time ----] 
i Bnng !n your  lawnmowersTmotorcycles,'boat motors  & ATV's  
. •  • - . 
. . . .  :!!:i:i~i 
!:~ii :;!ii~ii !i ~!j i!ii!ij!i 
Let our  smal l  eng ine  
spec ia l i s t  get  your  unit 
• ready  for  a 
busy season .  
m~m~mmmi 
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Newspaper roll ends from $5 to 
$25, depending on size. Phone 
635-7840. ffnp 
Household goods - -  brown 
couch, $35; toaster oven, $30; 
Phone 635-4810 4/24p 
11~-ft. deluxe Vangard camper. 
Sleeps six, fridge, stove, toilet. 
Excellent condition. $6,800 firm. 
Phone 635-4843 or 635-9396 
• - - 4110c 
Moffat full-size stove and oven. 
Smooth surface cooking top. Very 
clean. $250. Phone 635-4843 or 
• 635-9396. 4/10c 
MUST SELL -.; new Roxton 
honey-coloured, solid maple 
entertainment wall unit (two 
bookcases, storage units, one 
bar, storage, bookcase unit. Must 
be seen to be appreciated. 
Offersto $2,750 for complete 
set. Phone 638-0240 evenings. 
4/10p 
FOR SALE 
ATCO TRAILER, 
6 rooms, good condition. 
Asking $3,000 OBO. 
Phone 638-8403 
Family home on a quiet street 
in Thornheights. 1,200 sq.ft., full 
basement, four bedrooms, 2-1/2 
baths, office, carport. $115,000. 
For more information, call 635- 
5793. 4/17p 
1990 Subaru Legacy-LS station 
wagon. Fully loaded and in 
excellent condition, low mileage, 
sunroof, all the extrasL Asking 
$18,000. Call 635-6916 after 6 
p.m. or leave a message.4/10c 
Unique style home, 1,040 
sq.ft, bottom, 780 top floor. Log 
spiralstair, sauna, covered 
decks, lots of windows, 75x150 
landscaped, fenced lot, Garden, 
fruit trees and shed. $79,500. 
Phone 635-5010. 
4/10p 
g66c, E and D loaders; two 
D6D cats with ripper; two exca- 
vators; two water trucks; new 
Tampo Padfoot packer; cone 
crusher complete; tractor and 
belly dump; dozers complete 
with six-way blade; single and 
tandem dump trucks. Phone 
493-6791. 4/24p 
FOR LEASE 
1850 sq ft suitable for 
office space at street level 
on 4644 Lazelle Avenue 
Phone 635-34 
NDP 
Giant Garage Sale 
April 11, 1992 
Carpenters Hail 
3312 Sparks St. Terrace. 
Doors open at g a.m. 
Used 1981 John Deere model 
310A backhoe with clean-up, 
digging and multi-purpose buck- 
ets, extend-a-hoe, spare tire 
and rim. $14,500. Phone 638- 
4611. 4/24c 
FOR SALE 
PRE-I=AB GREENHOUSES, 
Garden and Utility Sheds 
.... Affordably priced 
and assembled. 
PHONE DIRK BAKKER 
at 638-1768 evenings. 
Used 1971 cat 120motor grad- 
er with Rops cab, blade, spare 
tire and rim. Asking $15,000. 
Phone 638-4611, 4/24c 
FOR SALE 
PRE-FAB GREENHOUSES, 
Garden and Utility Sheds 
Affordably priced 
and assembled. 
PHONE DIRK BAKKER 
at 638-1768 evenings. 
MODULAR HOMES 
FOR SALE 
960 TO 1,056 SQ.FT. 
Priced from $22,500 to $29,500. 
Delivered to Terrace area. 
Selup prices available on request 
Call Herb Slyles at 
(403) 264-6122 
TIMBER - 16,000 M3 
160 Acres for sale on 
Percher Island. Old 
Growth Timber. 
$180~000.00. 
Will consider offers. 
Niho Land & 
Cattle Co. Ltd. 
433-5545 
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CLINTON MANOR 
We are now taking applica- 
tions for a bachelor suite. Rent 
$340/per month, includes hot 
water. No pets.References 
required. 
Phone 635-3476. 
e 
FOR RENT 
1400 SQ. FT. 
in the All West 
Centre 
Phone 638-1166 
FOR RENT OR LEASE 
1100 sq. ft. office building 
with 2 bathrooms, natural 
gas heatand 
air conditioning. 
Phone 635-2411 ask for 
John of Marilyn. 
FOR RENT 
SE RVIC E/COM M ERI C AL 
880 & 1.,320 SQ. FT. 
1 2'xl 2' overhead door, washroom 
and natural gas heat. Central location. 
Phone 635-7459 
At Woodgreen apts. - -  one 
bedroom with den, natural gas 
fireplace, deck, close to town. No 
pets. References required. 
Available May 1. $650 per 
month. Phone 635-7459. tfnc 
Two-bedroom trailer in 
Thornhill. Stove; fridge, natural 
gas heat, no pets. $450 per  
month plus damage deposit. Call 
635-7467 after 5 p.m. 4/3p 
LOST -- Lady's gold Bulova watch 
on March 18, on McConnell between 
the college and Thomas St. Has sen- 
timental value. Reward offered. 
Phone 638-0441 or 635-6511 and 
leave a message. 4/3nc 
LOST -- Man's gold ring. Has three 
small diamonds and the initial "C". 
Lost on March 25 at Mt. Layton Hot 
Springs. Reward offered. Phone 
638-0108. 4/10nc 
LOST -- Girl's ring from Thornhill 
Junior Secondary School. 10 carat 
yellow gold, thin band, blue sapphire 
stone set at an angle. Sentimental 
value. Small reward offered. Phone 
Val Belina at 638-0116. 4/10nc 
LOST - -  Near bowling alley on 
Lsazelle, a neutered male cat 
named Coco. Has braided 
leather collar with identification- 
tag, Siamese cross, 14 years 
old. Phone 638-8695. 4/10p 
:~:`~::~:`:~`-.-`".:::~-~.:``:~:~-`~.~`~y~""~:;``~U----~-T~ .......... TTU .......... ] )i_~ i ii .... ~i ¸/17 "/ .... ¸]¸ 
Happy 
Birthday 
Cindy 
April 6, 1992 
Wishing you 
all the best 
on your 
special day/ 
Love 
Carrie 
& Dean 
Victor, I simply can't forgive 
you. I have my own subscription 
now, and I'm reading the new 
Terrace Review newsmagazine 
with another man - -  a man who 
is willing to share. Eat your 
heart out. My lawyer will be in 
touch. 
Kathy. 
Skeena Parents Advisory Council 
will meet at 7:30 p.m, inthe School 
library on Tuesday, April 7. New 
members welcome. Your voice will be 
heardl Call Wanda at 635-2895 for 
more informatiion. 4/3p 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, April'11 
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at 4544 Lazelle 
Ave. (Thrift Shop). Donations wel- 
come. Phone 798-2581, 635-3928 or 
635-4243 for pick up or leave at the 
Thrift Shop. 4/10p 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard, The 
hours for the Terrace Loan 
Cupboard are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 
noon 
The C'upboard Is located in the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries can be 
made in between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. tfn 
Terrace 
Youth Soccer. 
URGENTLY NEEDED 
CO'ACHES 
I I  I I 
we have the players. 
Where are the co~ches? 
TO volunteer please phone [ 
Mary 635-3475 OR Bey 635-3719 I 
Happy 1st ~ear Anniversa~ 
M~rch 30th ~ ' 
Eve~ time I thinkof ~ou "my heart smiles ", 
and~to share love w~t~ h someone as wonder- 
fu l  as you, Larry; is to know the f-ullest 
I wve you w~tu au my ~art. .. 
Love; 
Dorothy 
• XOXO 
I II 
The City of Terrace, the Regional District 
and Coastal Bus Lines Ltd. 
would like to announce that effective 
April 13, 1992 the 
THORNHILL TRANSIT RUN 
will now be changed from 
6:00 P,M. to 6:08 P.M. 
in order to better accommodate 
Thornhill residents working until 6 p.m. 
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Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 }/ears. Full-time, 
paR-time or drop-in available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
AL-ANON, 
alsupport group for families and 
friends of alcoholics, meets 
MONDAYS AT 7:30 P,M. In the 
psych conferenc roomat Mllls 
Memorlal Hospltal. AA members 
are also 
weoome to attendthese 
open meetings, 
RecBe phone 638-8109 
for fudher Information. 
Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary 
Thdft Sho p $1.50 bag sale, Friday, 
April 3 from 1 to 3 p.m. and 
Saturday, April 4 from 11 a.m. to 4 
p.m. All clothing and shoes. At 4544 
Lazelle Ave. 4/3p 
CHIMO pilot car available for 
long and short trips. Is radio- 
equipped, bonded and insured. 
One-h0ur notice. Phone 638- 
8530 or 638-8398 tfnc 
SHOPPERS 
A RT 
T|RRACE, .  B .C .  
THE DETAILING SPECIALISTS 
We can make your vehicle 
~;~ look like new again, 
Complete car and pick-up 
detailing. 
• Engines 
.Carpets 
.Seats 
.Intedors 
.Exteriors 
• Shampooing & Waxing 
,Diamond Kate packages 
.~ available 
Cali~tl6r an appointment oday, 
or drop in...we're at: 
5412 Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
, 635-5553 
KUS  EAN 
Specializing in House 
Cleanihg, Yard Work, R.V.'s, 
Boats and Vehicles 
638-0885 
FAY HOPP 
4908 Graham Aver~ue, Terrace, B.C. 
EMPLOYER: Ksan House Society 
LOCATION: Terrace Transition House 
POSITION: CHILD CARE WORKER 
SALARY: $23,192.00 plus benefits (under review) 
QUALIFICATIONS-" H.S.W. Certificate; E.C.E. Certificate 
or equivalent training and education; ability to plan and 
organize within the Child Care Program Model at the 
Transition House; knowledge and experience working with 
Child Victims of Family Crisis; a valid First Aid Certificate; a 
valid B.C. Driver's License and access to a vehicle. 
APPLICANTS SHOULD POSSESS: Knowledge of com- 
m.unity resources; ability to work with a minimum amount of 
supervision; a sincere interest in working with children is 
required;experience working in a cross cultural environ- 
ment would be an asset. 
Applicants must be willing to submit to a criminal record 
search. 
Position is open to both male and female applicants. 
Interested applicants shoud send resumes to: 
Joyce Evans - Executive Director 
K'San House Society 
3224 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B,C. V8G 2N1 
CLOSING DATE: April 15, 1992 at 4:30 p.m. 
WANTED SEWER 
FOR INDUSTRIAL 
. GARMENTS 
Apply during regular business 
hours, Monday to Friday to 
Tlme Cleaners at 4404 
Leglon Avenue. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
with growing delivery business. 
Must have dependable vehicle. 
Will train and supply C.B. Ddver 
must be very de-pendable and 
anyage over 19. Phone 638- 
8398. tfnc 
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CAREER OPPORTUNIT!Y 
SKEENA CELLULOSE, INC,.Terrace Woodiail~iiii,~., 
Operations has an opening this summer for a 
Forestry Student to assist in growth and yield p!ot 
establishment, research pr0je~ts and othel: fotest.~ • 
aCtivities. " ~ i : iJ " ~ ~ 'i, i ;!~, : 
~. .~. ;  , , .~  " 
The applicant must have Completed at least one:yea 
of a certified post-secondary.forestry technician0!' 
degree programl Experience in basicsurveying, ~im- 
ber cruising or inventory work woul d be aii assbt~•i:,i 
. , ,  J .  ~: 4~1' ,  
Applicants must submit resumes by Wednesday~i'.: ?:i~i'i 
April 8, 1992 to the address below otto our  : :  ,.=, 
Woodlands Office at 4900: Keith Avenue~ ' " :,~,.,, .:
Mr. Kevin Derow, R.P.F., .. ,,~,,.~.. 
Forestry supervisor . . . .  ~':' 
Skeena Cellulose, Inc. ,~,./:; ~ ?.- .,-
. PiO. Box 3000 . . ,  , , , . . : .  
Terrace, B.C. .~ .~.',~' 
V8G 4C6 ii". :~ ;  
- • o - ,  • . 
WANTED • , , ,  , , 
Mature, responsible person interested in a career •in' 
the dental field. Applicant should be able to.type; h:ave 
good communication skills, and some acc0untingabil- 
ity. Certified Dental Assistant preferred, but.would 
consider someone interested in .working towards'certi, 
. . . . , .~"  ~ ~ , . , / :  . 
fication. Send resume to: , ~ 
#10- 4546 Park Avenue, . . . .  i 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V4 
Phone 635-9065. 
Will babysit in my home or yours in 
the hospital area. Great references. 
Have medical experience and day 
care, Phone 635-9737. 4/3p 
WANTED TO BUY--  A lady's 
or youth size mountain bike in 
good condition. Please call 635- 
6916 and leave a message if no 
answer. ~ 4110c 
WANTED TO RENT-  Prefer- 
ably at Lakelse Lake, a two- or 
three-bedroom' house or cabin 
as soon as possible. Phone 638- 
8023 anytime, tfnp 
WANTED TO RENT -- One or two 
bedroom suite for young married cou- 
ple near hospital for May 1. Phone 
635-5259. 
4/10p 
I 
WANTED TO BUY - -  Lund or 
Springbok or Princess 14-ft. alu- 
minum boat, deep side style, in. good 
condition. Phone 638-0240 evenings. 
• " " 47t0p: 
I 
WANTED; WOOD TO BUY - -  
Sawlogs; birch, poplar, cottonwood.. 
Phone don at 638-0375 or •Gordon at 
633-2536. - ,~.i 4/3p~, 
, BcYCNA 
! SRRlSlt 
NEWlPARERS • ,,.~,~. 250  
: ~ . r ro .mws 
Engllies rebuilt for cars & 
mucks. 6 CyL from S~}0s. 8
~.  from $1095. 5 Year Or 
!o0,00o Km nm~dwamm~y. 
Bond Mechank~ 872-0641 
0-7 p,m. 7 days. Tog-free • ,one, 1-~03.,~-=,.~. 
BULOING SUPPLES 
DOOFBI WINDOWSI Into- 
, dor and exterior wood, metal 
and French daore, waod win. 
dows, sk~ights. MOREl Call 
collect to WALKER DOOR 
and WINDOW in Vancouver 
at (804)298-1101. 
..BUSlS~SS OPPO~F.S  
Adams Lake Store. Fully 
renovated store and resv 
dents. ShoMng excollent 
return. Half acre. h~eaJ femgy 
operelbn. Locatod between 
Salmon Arm and Komlooos. 
Must Sell. $275,000 plus 
stock. 679-8904. 
Market Iho world's first digital 
¢ompressJon direct bmn__cEeet 
sateUlte symm for pay per 
vlewandsubscdptlon. Home 
entartalnmenL Incredible 
~n~L Royalty =nd resldu¢ 
me. Potential full-time or 
par!41me with no investmen 
In inventory. A mad~op 
Information, call Kirk at 
, (306)862-2615. 
.u~queopporturmy. Rem~- 
, sole permmnent upper In- 
come, ~medlete ~u=h flow. 
Not glmnorous or high-tad~ 
yet stable, with repeat cus- 
tomem. Nsed ethlcaJ Indi. .v~u.,d ho c=n re,rage own 
OUSlneas. Investment m- 
~r~. ~.ex~ur~ve tormry 
i nou l  raining. 850-2113. 
• & HAYHAUMNG BUSINESS. 
Oarderl~lelndudad. Equip- 
ment o~loml. More Info. 
EAMS DO COME TRUE. 
You can have yeur own bud. 
nese n.edng [~.  hemy 
wlthmudo. 14o~ feei. 
Com~supparL Hi0h prof. 
. . , , • 
• , , : : ;  • . - . ,  , 
~ BLANKETCLASS IF IEDS : ; 
: i  These ads appear in more man 100"community ~ r s  in B,C. ~ Yukon 
and reach morn lhan 3 mllfionmadem. : ° 
• TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR BCYCNA AT (604) 66g;g222. 
~smssoPPom~mRs 
IMAGE CONSULTING CA- 
PEER OFTHE90'~I Exddng 
and financially rewarding. 
Work own hour=. Tndning 
.FREEOr~=~r.~O. Sums 
mvestment necessary. 
Please call RHYA 1-595- 
0971; " 
COMING EVENlr~ 
M~lu i .  Come home and 
celebrate 100 years In a his. 
.tod¢. week.end-of activily and 
run for me entlre family: Din- 
nor/Danco, Goff Tournamar)t, 
Sporting Events, District 
Tours, Fatally Picnlc and 
much, much. more. For fur- 
HISTORICAL FIREARMS ! PROTECT YOUR PET from 
AND MILITARY SHOW. Ileasfurunder.$30.Sclentiflo 
P.N.E.Grconda, Forum Build. Ixpakllwu~.; For free da- 
ing. Saturday ~ 11, 10 tags send mtum address to 
am., 6 p.m,, 8unclayAprl Roberts Distributing, Box 
~,~,9.a.m.. 4 P.m. Admlsslo n 1015, Woodstock, Ontado 
. . . . .  N4S 8A4. 
MATSQUI CENTENNIAL • HEALTH 
HOMECOMING July'3-5, CALLNOWl FreeMallOrder 
1992. AnopenlrMtatlontoaJl Catalogue from Vitamin Dis- 
Pre~ousreeidants, ldOnoers, count~tores. Please call 1- 
and friends of Ibs I~stdct c~ 800-.663-0747 or in Vancou- 
ver321.7000 ford your Vita. 
min Needs. 
PRORTFROM'rHEREcEs. 
r i 
t , 
I 
R~s~.su=c. . ,  . . mJ ,  w~rmo 
SOLAR POWER, PROD- WANTED FORD PARTS 
UCTS ~ s  lail]eet re.  PERSON FORPROGRES- 
lectlen of Solar Pan~s, Wind SIVEOKANAGAN DEALER. 
Generators, D.C. Acceesa- SHIP. Thr~. to bur years 
des. Usad solar panels from P oro experience required. 
$300. Free Catalogue• I'axresurnetoV.,~J~;,Fax 
Phone: (604)727-7720. 492-8181. 
SOLTEK Solar Energy, #2. HERE'S THE CURE for the 745 Vanalman Ave., ~ctoda, 
B.C. VBZ3B6.  "HoMoney~ues'. Independ. 
' ence,Job flexildllty .snd urdlm. 
ned potentlel can ne yours. 
Se....shake off Ihose Iduee. 
.Call us today at 1-800-661. 
,3305. MaCherle Home Fash- 
fon Shows Oak~He, Ontario 
(EST. 1975). 
K=mnloops Ch~Jer. Dcaler- 
ship requires Auto Techni- 
dan._ Excellent pay, good 
oeneflte, company penslon 
and a gmst plzce to live. 
Call Gino 374-4477. 
CRUISE LINE EMPLOY. 
MENT PACKAGE. Types of 
Jobs/How to get ~ose Jobs/ 
IEI.PWANTED North Amedca Contact Di- 
rectory/Morel Fordete]is carl 
(604)535-3539. r SION? Every few years a - 
truly different opportunity UVESTOCK 
lher information call 1-855- comes along from arp~.  CALGARYSPRINGHORSE 
1992 or wdte: MatsquICen- )~unave everseen. "Lean~ SALE, Calgary Exhibition 
=.~so~,~,mo.~=~5 ~o.~o~l~o~s.  ~unds, su,=y..,~lZ. 
~outh Fraser Way, at 1:00 p.m. 125 horses. 
Qembrook. B.C. V2T 1W~'. WeneedF/r-Prrpeopleyour Auctioneer Gary Madean 
• area. Just le~dized Ihe re- (403)2364100. ' 
E~CA'n0H ~=n~,=Uo ~htTUm for ns~n~, . . . .  
TRAIN• TO MANAGE an Exclusive areas, home- 1/2ARAB 7 year old mare 
Apartment/Condominium based, full support. Sold by grey, Imbed open wemrn, 
a~~Jo~ik  avail- Ganadlen Tim. Call 1-631- prolesslonal reference sup. 
• iconsed 29!4. • ~:1:  Many champfonshipe. 
t=xoa~anl. ~b.~.~g. 467-8712 home ktudy cor~fioation DISPLAY advertising man. or 463-6455. 
course. Call for details: agortosupan4sedls~aystaff . 
(504~1-s~sor l~r,s-  l to maxknlze revenue in retail MOBILE ItOMES 
,.8339. ' ' sales. Prefer newspaper 
FOR SALE lilaC, salesexpedeme. Abbotsford NEW DELUXE 14 wlde, 2 
Tlmes,33228S.FrasarWay, bedroom, 2 bathroom, wlth 
Backhoes 2 & 4 W.D., 950, Abbotefotd, B.C. V2S 2B3. fddge, stove, didmashorand 
960, loaders, 18" x 36" Jaw BOAT TOPPERIUPHOL 
crusher, dump trucks and STERWANTED. Wean)now 
pups, 455 case loader.water accepting appgcalions in a 
bud~ excaveZors, and more 
equtpment ot listed. CdVlc large professional shop In 
493-6791. Campbel River. If you are a 
team playor and have 8 yeors 
PURE ORGANIc WILD experience In deaign, 
RICE. Produnerdirsct. Save j pa .g~ and top building 
$$$• BOlk, I ~ .  Popu. call 287-2643. Good 
lor gfuton ~ dots too. rer~mere~on a d benefits. 
Sale prices. Ac~d,  Box - 
~=-~7.  ~.~,~'se=e.yr 
many other extras. Just 
$~h,~95. Homes Canada, 
r Igary, (403)286-2488. 
RES0.,L 
ADD A UTILE SPICE! Col. 
legs Roommates - Cindy, 
Usa, Diane and Jennifer - 
have ex~g perr~n~ pho. 
los of ~lemsalves for sale. 
Fordlssmetlnfo, wflto SPICE, 
Box 670-GB, Kelowna, B.C. 
V1Y7P4. Adulteonlypfeasel. 
r 
f~r25 
$195 
~.70uchadd, ionalw, o~ 
_cr-~aye.rc~u. T~ 
,aruc in conversation w,h 
Youth Director, Cord Sether. 
land on channe,lng young 
rrdnds rot success. Reodve 
cassatte lnformetlen call 583. 
9509 or wdte Young Wdte~s 
Workshop, #301, 10463 - 
150th Street, Surrey, E.G. 
mR 4e3. 
REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES TO BE 
for unlxdd taxes. Crown Lend 
avallabg~.. For Informatlen 
on both write: Properties, 
OepL CN, Box 5380, Sin. F, 
Ottawa, K2C ~I .  
PRIVATE GETAWAYS seeks 
pdvately owned recreational 
rental properties for weekly 
rentals on behalf of o~lers. 
Them Is no cost ~TPms~ " 
owners. Call colle¢ 
OKANAGAN LAKE - Red- 
dentlal lot subdlvldonl Spec- 
tacular view 01 lakel Priced 
from $48,500 to $59,9001 
Contact Homelife Peachland 
Realty Ltd., Box 08, 
Peachland, B.C. V0H 1)(0. 
.Phone (604)767-2744. 
~SCnEAln0,~u.vm~ss 
R.V.'s New & Used~ 
Motorhomes, Rflh Wheels, 
Tru _d~s, Trailere,_eu~. camp- 
era• rmae-upbr irade.dav~n 
at BuHer Auto & FLV. Centre, 
DL5333, Kamfoops, B.C, 
2405 E. Tress Canada High- 
way, 8-8, Call Now372-5518• 
RESORll; -- 
CABINS. SARATOGA RE- 
SORT. Beautiful North 
Shuswap. Phone 1(604)955- 
2449/1(604)955.8594. May 
- september. Book Now. 
SERVICES 
.M~rmeC~d~uryd~s. 
/',. warier ~ bwyer for 
22 years. Call collect: 
o~?Va, a~e. Injuredln B.C. 
WANTED 
Wanen~ to buy • 4-6 yard 
bucket for a Hough 90 Loader, 
Phone 1(604)e20.a394. 
I 
Book your event at Shames! 
D Commencing Victoria Day  weekend (May t6 ,•171 18); Shames Mountain 
aylodge wil l  be open t - 5p .m,  to offer youafternoon tea and scrumptious 
dessem , .  on the deck, overlooking spectacula; Shames Valley, weather ermitti .... , . • . . . .  p ngl 
.AND ,f you d I,ke a fully catered luncheon, dinner, bar • • . . . beque, reception, ram, 
I reun,on or seminar ,n the Shames Daylodge, call 635-6244 for menu ideas, pric~s 
land reservations. 
i 
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, ;  , ,  . 
CAN YOUSHAREYOUR HOMEWITH 
: t " :  " "  " 
1 
I Sixte n year.old Tammy, i0okS ~";  i~, 
I fo~a:rd to InVing wnthafamnly that.,, 
canaecept her for who she,us,.-.~.,.~,.:,... 
She enjoys working:With younge;r;;i 
children, likesthe o utdoorsandi s ~,~,~ 
• ' " " " , " , ~L ~:'~' )~ J . , .  
ioutgoing and sociable. .~,~ ~,~,, 
Tammy can be -willedand ~'~'-' strong .,, , ,  
manipulative when confronted;Witfil ~ ' :: 
difficult situations. " 
She iscurrently taking courses 
l throughthe homestudy progran 
: .  
. . . .  .~ ~(:. . :  
ram... ~,,,~ 
• . .  . *  r /  . 
.~°  ~ , . , - .  
We Would like-]to consider applicants who can offer the~ifoli0wnd~!;. 
-relate Well with and understand' ~~' " .... teenagers '~ " !~~ ..................... '~~ ~ "~ "~ ':~; ~~ "~"~"~"~"~" ~',', ' 
be a strongl :positivemle model ~ ~ 
- teach lifeskills to, he,ip~her become more, independent (ie:, 
encourage her With.her homework, assign household chores). 
Single females would be very suitable applicants. 
(This will he!p to determine if, the matChis suitable.) ~, ,, 
4 '  
Preplacement visits will be arranged to intro~ce caregiver and 
teen. 
" " " " ' - - ' , ;  " i , ;  J 
ipTammy If,:,youthink you~.can~he, ~ or: ~ 
,wOuld like toknow'more about her; 
please call Doug or Natalie at 632- - 
613¢or 638-3527. 
Foster care 
You can make 
. Ministry of Social Services a differen~ .,.., ~,; :,,~, 
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AND TEENS • : ' . ,  
GET ACTIVE:: : :~ 
"The Responding Teeri/Parent 
Group held their first!' official 
fund-raising activity'on March 1 
at 1:30 p.m. A small gi'bup of 
teens wit h two vehicles :headed 
out in search of empty bottles:for 
refund. . . ' 
Althoughthe turnout was 
small,~ we managed to: pick up a 
large;~mount of bottles in the tiny 
area of town that wewere able to 
cover. We would like to thank all 
the people who generously 
donated their bottles. 
Anyone with more bottles to 
donate is asked t0 call 635-3585. 
Arrangements will be made for 
pick-up :or delivery. . . .  
On March 28 the group held 
• - . , , - . . , , . , , . , , . , , , .u , , , t$  teens :  qu ie t  luna-raiser. 
their second fund-raising activity, 
operating a concession booth at 
the Terrace Art Association spring 
arts and crafts sale. We Offered a 
variety of hot and cold food and a 
selection of desserts. We thank 
the businesses who helped us  
with contribution s of food and 
cash. We also thank the Terrace 
Art Association for allowing us to 
SUZILIiCI GENERATORS 
High Power, Easy Operation Plus 
All-Round Dependability 
, . . ' :  . . . . .  
Spring sale. 20% off in.store stock 
Buy one now for your summer camping 
Neid Enterprises:, Ltd.,4925 Keith Ave.i Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-3478 Fax: 635-5050 
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TgrFa£e 
Churches 
Thornhill Community Church 
Sunday School: " Pastor: 
9:45 a,m, Run Reeker 
Church Service: 635-2761 
11:00 a,m. Offfi:e: 635-5058 
services at Thornhill Community Centre 
Sacred Heart Catliolic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m, Fr. Allan F.Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 _ 
Church of Christ • 
, Worship at 3406 Eby 11-12 AM ~, 
• Sunday School 10-11 AM - v, 
" Phone: 635-9605 
Office location at 4603 Park, Terrace 
' St. Matthew's AnglicanChurch 
Priest in Charge: .Rev. Peter 
Zimmer 
Holy Eucharist: 10:00 a.m, 
Sunday School: 10:00 a.m. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Worship - 11:30 a,m. 
Sunday School : 10:15 a.m. 
Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday: 9:30 a.m. Ole Unruh 
635-7313 
Divine Service: Prayer Meeting: 
Saturday: 11:00 a.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m 
3306G riffiths 635 -3232 
~: Evangelical Free Church 
Sunday School-: Pastor: 
(for all-ages) 9:45 a.m. W,E. Glasspell 
Sunday Services: Prayer Meeting: 
11:00 a.m, & 6:30 p.m. Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 635-5115 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
Sunday Service: 10',00 a.m. & 6:30p,m. 
Pastor: Mike Rosenau 638-1270 
3222 Munroe Street 638-8384 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Elizabeth 
10:30 a.m. Starkey 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 7:00p.m. 
4907 Lazelie Ave.  635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. Pastor:. 
Morning Service: 10:30 a.m. John Caplin 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
Associate Pastor: Cliff.Siebert 
3511 Eby Street 635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Morning Service: 9:15 &11:00 a.m. 
Family. Bible School: 6:00 p.m. 
Weekly: Bible studies & Children/Youth 
Activities 
Pastors: Jake Thiessen & Doug Ginn • 
4923 Agar Ave. 635-7725 or 635-7727 
Christian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services:10:30 a.m:& 6:30 p.m. 
• Ladies Bible Study: Coffee Break 
Wed. 9:45 a.rn. - 11 a.m.. Thurs. 8 - 9 p.m. 
Mens Bible Study: Coffee Break 
Wednesdays 6:30 a.m. at MacDonalds 
• 3602 Sparks 635-4954 
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stage this event and all the people 
who bought food from us. 
The group now has a gym 
night Mondays •7-9 p.m. at Cassie 
Hall Elementary School, open to 
all teens and their parents. 
• We arehosting a floor ;hockey 
game against he Terrace RCMP 
April 6. It's bound to be an excel- 
lent game.• and we encourage 
everyone to attend. It starts at 7 
p.m. and will end about 9 p.m. 
- -  Contributed by Joe AUenback 
: ] ,¢EW, MEDICINE 
, " i  • . - .  
A~ew vaccine against haemo- 
philus inliuenza type ~' has been. 
added ;to the basic inoculation 
schedule .for children and infants 
in the Skeena Health .Unit. The 
vaccine is intended to prevent 
bacterial . meningitis caused by the 
influenza, an infection that is 
fatal in 1-5% of cases and causes 
• " permanent' brain damage in  20- 
30%. 
The vaccine Was used here 
Previously ~. but could not be 
• started on: children less than 18 
months old. The new version can 
be used o n childre n two months of 
-. age.  - " - 
Further information ,is avail- 
able f rom the Skeena Health 
Unit. 
CANCER GR( 0P  
:SETS:GOAL ,. ., 
r i~ f i , : ,  
The Canadian Cancer SOc ~ty~ i 
believes that :"Together, ~e:can 
beat cancer".Established in ~1938, 
it has grown into a network of 
over 300,000 volunteers. In. Ter- 
race April has been proclaimed 
Cancer Month, and the local  
branch of the Society hopes to 
raise $12,000 here in aid of 
research, prevention and, early 
detection, and expanding services 
to cancer patients and their faro-. 
ilies. 
As an indication of the medi- 
cal progress funded by research 
money, the society notes that 
survival rates of children's leu, 
hernia victims have gone from 4% 
in  1960 to 65% in  1969; 3,0% in  
1959 to 85% inl987 for Hodgkin's 
Disease; and 18% in 1970 to 60% 
in 1985 for bone cancer. 
The Canadian Cancer Society 
Terrace branch asks residents to 
be prepared to  welcome the 
canvasser who knocks on your 
door for a cause that touches so 
many of us. , :. 
• Look for ~ special events in 
June, too.:~YounJ have fun }wldle 
raising money for the canc~! 
cause: 
. . ,  contributed by the Terrace 
branch,. 
• : Canadian Cancer SOciety 
McDonald's in Terrace recently introduced the chain's newest 
product - -p izza.  Billed as "Canada's Largest pizza party, the 
launch was attended by numerous local officials and busines.8 ., 
people. 
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ART .SUCCESS 
An apparent resurgence of 
interest in the ViSual arts :and  
quality home crafts has allowed 
the:'Te~ace Art:Association to : 
decl~e~'their Snrin~ :A,~o 
Craft~ ! ~fle a de~tesu~cess.a nd 
T~e~'~how Was held 'at the 
TerraCe ~Public Art Gallery last 
Saturday:and was filled to capac- 
i ty  With 22 individuals and 
groups ~h0wing and selling their 
arts and ~crafts. 
Also on hand at the arts and 
crafts Sale were the RespOnding 
Parents ~ ~md Teens Group. This 
organization operated the food 
concession as a fund raiser for 
their owri activities. The Art Asso- 
ciation is grateful to this group 
for their help in the food booth 
and in ~ setting up and taking 
down the tables donated by the 
Kinsmen Club. 
Winners of the door prize 
draws were Katrina O'Brien, S. 
RichardSon, J. Richardson, Olga 
Wrubel, Andrea Norton, Norm 
Rolfsen, Jan Angus, K. Birkedal, 
R. Goodwin,.. Tei~ T Walker and 
.. Judy Chryslen : ~.: .: 
Door prizes :were donatedby 
Audrey Elliott, ~ I~dri McRae, Huel 
Pottery, Richhrdi:. Wiebe, • Gayle 
Schmidt, So]~eig : Thornton, 
Maureen Haw0rth,'Jo Kilback, 
Mary Lou"Westman andPatty 
Noonan. 
The Terrace ~Art Association 
operates the TeiTace Public Art 
Gallery on grant§ ~ from the Ter- 
race and District' Arts Council, 
donations from the public and its 
own fund raising. :The Christmas 
and Spring Arts and Crafts Shows 
have historically been two of the 
largest fund raising events for the 
Art Association. :, 
The Terrace Public Art Gal- 
lery holds between eight and ten 
exhibits each year, showcasing 
the talents of local: and regional 
artists. The gallery also hosts 
some travelling shows. Fund rais- 
ing events such as the arts and 
crafts sales allow the art associ- 
ation to bring these exciting 
shows to Terrace. 
Diana English 
i 
, 
I Pet of the Week 
It's a family of foundlings - -  eight husky cross puppies were recently 
abandoned in a cardboard box on the steps of the Terrace Animal Shelter 
on Haugland Ave. They are healthy, about six weeks old, and need a 
home,~.. : ~ ~ 
, 4 "  
if you wish to announce the b/rt/1 of 
YOUR baby, please ill/out the form 
available in the maternity ward at Mills 
Memorial Hospital. We will pick up 
your forms every week. 
COCHRAN - -  Edward and Cheryl are 
proud to announce the birth of their 
son Michael Aron James on March 11, 
1992 weighing 7 Ibs. 12 oz. A little 
brother for Jonathan and Matthew. 
DERRICK- Donald and Pauline are 
the proud parents oi daughter Megan 
Zora Shirey, born March 14, 1992 
weighing 8 Ibs. 7 oz. A little sister for 
K~meron. 
FINNIE- Tom and Gurbux are proud 
to announce the birth of their first son, , 
Thomas Micheal Jr., on March 19, 
1992 at 6:46 p.m. weighing 5 Ibs. 14 
OZ. 
I HAYNES - -  Debbie and Dighton are 
pleased to announce the birth of their 
daughter Lynsey Ann on March 18, 
1992 weighing 8 Ibs. 1 oz. A little sister 
for Jennifer and Taylor. 
SCHUWEILER - -  Dale and Gorete are 
proud to announce the birth of their 
son Jarred Cody on March 17, 1992 at 
9:28 a.rn. weighing 7 Ibs. 10-1/2 oz. A 
little brother for Michael. 
WEGET - -  James Weget and JoAnne 
Auckland are the proud parents of 
daughter Jessica.Edith Weget, born 
March 22, 1992 weighing 9 Ibs. 13 oz, 
A little sister for Chrystal Auckland. 
f "s'408° I 
12-4741 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace 
After hours 638-1954ffelex 
04785549 
TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTD. 
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:ii~:' Make your lunches and,p,q , .~/_  
i~i ! . shine!! with meats and 
"' cheesesfrom. ' 
,,. Ber t ' s  Dehcatess n! - " 
i:: 4603 Park Avenue, Terrace 635-5440 
: i  . • ~ ,m 
'! "::~i~ : ~" : 
':: ::'::::~ "" ~'~i~ 
........... . . . . . . . .  
. . . . _ . , . .  . . . .  
II I 
Forecast Period: Am'il 3- 8, 1992 
ARIF~ - Stick to your gum. Do not be swayed by.those 
Mar. 21.Apr.~19 ,. around you. This time it tsyouwho 1chows 
~,~.  ". *..,beSt. ' ' . !." 
• ~'~;:~./: ,. ,. y~. : .  . 
TAURUS : ,  . . . .  Do  not htde your  talents. Showcase them,, 
Apr. 20-May~20 Make your employer aware of your speciaf 
skills. Good things will happen.. 
GEMINI Some promises must be broken and some 
May 21-June 20 secrets revealed if it is in the best interests of 
those involved. You will not be held 
accountable. 
CANCER You must no longer avoid that major pur- 
June 21-July 22 chase you have been needing. The time is right 
so get on with it. , 
LEO New kid on the block needs your kindness. 
July 23-Aug. 22 Welcome him and help him feel at ease with 
others who are less accommodating. 
VIRGO Show confidence in young person. Be careful 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 not to damage his self esteem. Patience is your 
best asset. 
LIBRA Do not strain an Important relationship with 
Sept. 23-Oct. 22 petty ar$uments or lack of communication. 
Be honest but be generous, as Well. 
SCORPIO Your intentions may be good but •beware of 
O ft. 23-Nov. 21 how they are preceived. Be sure your 
criticisms are constructive. 
SAGITTARIUS You may need financial backing in your latest 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 endeavor. Do not gamble with the funds that 
are bestowed on you. 
CAPRICORN Young people need more attention. Spend 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 time with them and listen. It may be better 
to keep some opinions to yourself. 
Do not antagonize VPs. Job security is essen. 
tial at this time. Dig in and work out your 
frustrations. 
Good time to take stock of your assests. Im- 
provements would be beneficial if you take the 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
t 
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17. 
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ACROSS 
t -  Snub 
4 FMhlon 
7 Tdumph 
tO Russ. city 
12 Resides 
14 Night before 
15 Grow weary 
16 Spoken 
17 Am. Expeditionary force, 
Inlt. 
18 Goddess of Justice 
20 Finds out 
22 Smarts 
24 Decline 
25 Dross loather 
20 Auricle 
28 Galls 
32 Woe Is real 
34 Half.way 
LAST WEEK'S ANSWER 
36 Lot DOWN 
39 Dessert r Bed 
4t Peer Gynt'e mother 2 __  Caller 29 Tdbal member 
4~ Coloredo llKIlan 3 Slallon 30 Facile 
44 Something ninn~ alter a 4 Wreckage 31 Stop 
person 5 Bearing 33 Slattern 
48 Rankle 6 Negotiates 35 Pod. to food 
49 Confidential into, pl, 7 Result of use 38 Be angry, , 
50 Dlne 8 Baklngchmnber 40 Uponiprellx ~ : 
51 Tuddsh oxcart g 8hip's clock, pl, 43 Mistake 
53 Among I t  Till 45 Gem 
56 King of Judah 13 Slumber 48 Fdght 
57 Anchor 19 Malure 47 Comfort 
58 Narrow street 21 NIpI palm 48 Stick 
59 Johnny_N 22 Support 52 Nackplece 
60 Beam , 23 Story 54 FemlnlneeufIlx 
61 Catch R7 Tear 55 Debutante, abbr. 
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NATIONAL FOREST-, E-E K 
ESSAY CONTEST 
OPEN TO ALL YOUNG PEOPLE AGES 10-18 
PRIZE: a 20-minute helicopter tour of 
Terrace for each of two winners and 
their chosen guest, provided by 
Northern Mountain Helicopters, 
D 
The two winning entries will be published in 
the Terrace Review 
National Forest Week supplement May 1. 
Subject: When you have a question or concern about our forests, 
what is the best place to go for information, and why? 
Rules: There will be two winning entries chosen, one from the 10-13 year age 
category and the other from the 14-18 year category. Essays entered in the 
younger class should be 250-300 words, and for older entries 500-600 words. 
Deadline for entries is 5 p.m. April 22. 
Send all entries to: Terrace Review 
National Forest Week Essay Contest 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IM7 
Northern Mountain Helicopters Inc,, 
m _ 
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Punching through the substrata, of Terrace's horseshoe area 
earlier this week yielded nothing but clay, gravel, mud and 
some very unsavoury water. Turnto page 2 for the story. 
• " photo by •Murray Metcalfe 
All material (including original' artwork) appearing in the Terrace Review is protected under 
Canadian copyright Registration No. 362775 and cannot legally be reproduced for any reason 
without Permission of the publisher. Errorm and omisaionm advertising is accepted on the 
condition that in the event Of typographical error, that portion of the space occupied by the 
erroneous item will not be charged for, but the balance of the advertisment will be paid for at 
the applicable rate. Advertisers must assume responsibility for errors in any classified ad which 
is supplied to the Terrace Review in handwritten form. In compliance with the B.C. Human 
Rights Act, no advertisement will be published which discriminates against any person due to 
age, race, religion, colour, sex, nationality, ancestry or place of origin. 
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NEWS 
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ity pti " .... ' ' The c 's low-cost water o on looks like a:dry hole,_ 
- . - . , , ~ ~ . .  
• ,~'; • ~ .  
~L 
~ .~.. 
" t  
• , . , .  
T • 'L 
he city's search for a cheap and plentiful source 
of water for Terrace had failed to produce satisfac- 
tory results as of late Wednesday. Work was continu- 
ing on a third test well, however, and the results 
from that drilling may be available to city council for 
its regular meeting Monday night. 
According to director of engineering Stew Chris- 
tensen, the first test well was drilled near the 
intersection of Medeek and Haugland, not much 
more than 100 feet from the Brauns Island bridge. It 
would be reasonable to expect to find water that 
close to the Skeena River, but expectations were soon 
dashed. 
Some Water was'found. Not nearly enough for the 
city's purposes, though. And Industrial Drillers Ltd. 
struck bedrock at about 200 feet. 
The next test well was sunk in the southern end 
of the Christy Park parking lot. Christensen says the 
drilling contractor hit a 300 foot deep layer of clay at/ 
about 40 feet, then a. layer of gravel that promised ~' 
plenty of water. ~ 
That water, though, says Christensen, ~va§ not 
suitable for household use. It was described by 
technician Klause Ridke as "hard, salty and turbid 
with high mineral content". Industrial Drillers went 
deeper, but hit bedrock at 400 feet. Another disap- 
pointment. 
The last hope, 'then, in the current test ~l l ing 
project, is at Rotary Park at Kerr and Haugland. 
Again, only a few hundred feet from the Skeena. By 
Wednesday afternoon Industrial Drilling had only 
reached a depth of about 40 feet, today preliminary 
results might be ready, and Monday night city 
council should get a full report. And. with that 
information they• will have to decide on their next 
1 
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move. 
Although the results to date have been disap- 
pointing, the alternatives if the city doesn't find a 
deep well source for water areexpensive. Options 
range from a second reservoir at about $500,000 to a 
completely new §ystem built for the distant future 
that could carry a price tag of up to $10 million. [ 
x 
PROVINCIAL, BUDGET 
BOOSTS MIND MONEY 
Terrace's Mental Health Centre, serving the area 
from the Yukon border, to Kitimat and Smithers, 
should see an increase in funding after part of the 
27% increase announced in the Pr9vincial budget 
makes it up north. Mental Health coordinator Neff 
Taylor will know later this month if several 
prioritized services can be started or enhanced in the 
Northwest. 
"The largest program would be services for 
'psychiatric survivors', those who have had a major 
illness Of some duration. Residential care, where one 
or two people live in a family home, would be one 
aspect of the program; work • skills activities during 
the day would also be provided." Taylor estimates 
that if the centre had the staffing, up to 100 people 
in the area could be assisted by such a program. This 
is the kind of programming that allows people to 
remain in their communities. 
Another priority that would see enhancements 
with an increase in funding would be native mental 
health. A ~ fairly large program exists now, relying a 
great deal on volunteers to operate. Issues identified 
by the native community include familyviolence and 
sexual abuse• 
A third area that could benefit from increased 
funding would be providing more "concentrated 
' Q 
attention" on communities outside Terrace. For 
example,: while the Terrace MentalHealth Centre 
serves an' area that is one-third of the province 
geograplii~Jally, the Quesnel Centre serves Quesnel. 
Currently Terrace serves Srnithers, Kitimat and 
Stewart lthrough satellite officeS, and Cassiar, HOUS- 
ton and' Hazelton have contract staffing. Enhancing 
\ serwces fdr/the Bulkley Valley could mean a cent/,e 
in Smithers. 
Taylor explains that after the 27% increase is 
allocated to the Ministry, then to Mental Health, a 
certain portion would be set as~ide for the north - -  
from 100 Mile House up. Then mental health centres 
• would each receive their share. After discussions 
with users of services, the Terrace centre would be 
able to act on its priorities list. While Taylor cautions 
that  the north or Terrace may not receive a 27% 
increase, he is pleased the .provincial government is 
taking action on improving mental health services.[] 
CITY OFTERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE " 
RE-ZONING APPLI( ATION 
TAKE NOTICE that an application has been made to 
amend the City of Terrace Zoning By-Law No. 401- 
1966, and amendments thereto. 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTY: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Ter- 
race described as: LOT 1, PLAN 13199, DISTRICT 
LOT 361 (4703 WALSH AVENUE)~and shown shaded 
on the accom panying map. 
THE INTENT; 
To change the Z0ning of thesubject proterty from 
Single and Two-Family Residential (R2) to Multi- 
Family Residentla! (R3). 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY-LAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED between the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m., Monday to Friday, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, 
Good Friday April 17th, and Easter Monday April 20th, 
from Ma,'ch 24, 1992 to April 27, 1992, inclusive, in the 
reception area at the City of Terrace Public Works Build: 
ing at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions 
regarding this Application may.d0 so, In writin_o, 
and/or in Derson AT THE REGULAR COUNCIL 
MEETING. TO BE HELD IN THE MUNICIPAL COUN- 
CIL 'CHAMBERS. AT 7:30 P.M. ON MONDAY. APRIL 
27. 1992. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S'.B.C., 1979, AND AMEND- 
MENTS THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
" " - I 
N 
rl 
I l i l l  
WALSH AVE. 
IIII I 
DAVIS AVE. 
__or-, 
PARK AVE. 
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I f .  twe work at it, we can find a way o bring stability to our working 
forests and protect our priceless environ- 
mental heritage.. 
It will take goodwill at the table. It 
-will take openness, respect,creativity 
and patience. And a process that is fair 
'and balanced. 
Tha~t's why the government of British 
Columbia has set up the Commission on. 
Resources and Environment --, CORE. 
Over the next few months CORE will 
be asking British Columbians to participate 
in an open public process with specific 
i . • + . 
deadlines for making recommendations 
about where to log and what to protect. 
CORE is your chance to help shape 
British Columbia's future. Shouldn't yo u 
be involved?• 
More information on •CORE and the 
choices we face is available in a special 
publication, Focus On Resom'ces 
& Our Em,ironm~nt. 
Watch forit in your mailbox. " 
It's time to find 
common ground. 
ritis.h 
mbla 
,,Z ,. i - 
'% ,  - 
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MLA for Saanich North and the 
Islands, 'has been appropriately 
rebuked by Terrace city council 
following his act of "meanness" 
last month. Tanner refused to 
grant the unanimous consent 
necessary to allow Miss Terrace, 
Shelley O'Brien, to be introduced 
in the B.C. legislature March 27. 
His only explanation to the 
press: "I'm mean. I'm just 
miserable - -  miserable by 
nature." 
Talstra 'called an emer- 
gency meeting of city coun- 
cil April 6, and in the 
absence of aldermen Ruth 
Hallock and Rick King the 
"Tanner Resolution" was 
carried by unanimous con- 
sent. With this resolution, 
April 1, 1992, was recorded 
in the annals of Terrace 
history as "Tanner Persona 
Non Grata Day". 
and every April 1, to the 
s tar t  of  the  new 
millennium, Mr. Tanner 
will only be welcomed into 
the City of Terrace after 
completing three hours of 
community service within 
the City boundaries on the 
said day, welcoming any 
and all visitors to the com- 
munity and thereby dis, 
. • . . . ,  
. . . .  l DIDN'T HAVE THE . ~ ' i  . ~ .  . 
CHANCE TO SAY? . . . . . . . .  
ambassador .gets curmudgeoned ' i,~ • 
.2  
' . , i '  ' 
"Mean',' Clive Tanner,. Liberal playing and affirming the traits of the city of.Terrace and a personal 
friendlir~ess and politeness for welcome to the Legislature for the 
which he people of Terrace are City's ambassador within the 
known." month and within the confines of 
Thee 'resolution, though, does the B.C, Legislature." 
give Mean Clive an easy out: "Any Tanner's elf-inflicted ecline 
such reqgirements shall be made from political grace comes asthe 
null and void by Mr. Tanner upon result of several ill-placed "nays." 
the recanting of his meanness, the There is a long-standingtradition 
delivery of a friendly apology to in the B.C. Legislature that 
requires the unanimous 
consent of all members 
before an  MLA can intro- 
duce visiting constituency. 
As a result, Mayox: Jack  It is highly unusual, how- 
ever, that a request from 
any MLA is ever declined. 
It was highly Unusual, 
that is, until Mean Clive 
Tanner entered the scene. 
In his first two weeks in 
the legislature, Tanner 
routinely registered a "nay" 
on several occasions, be- 
coming in the house th0 
single dissenting voice, 
described by Liberal leader 
Further to that: "Each Gordon Wilson as a "con- 
siderable irritant". 
This abuse of his free- 
doms, though, came to an 
end on March 27. On that 
occasion, G iesbrecht  
treated our own Shelley 
O'Brien to lunch and a 
tour... And on his request 
of introduction in the 
Helmut Giesbrecht,. Shelley O'Brien: house, she was snubbed by 
Encounter with the nay-sayer. Tanner, Who has since been 
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Richards 
on Emerson 
LAUNDROMAT 
- Bright & c lean  ' 
- HelpfUl Attendant 
i ~ .Ne iv  Washers : 
and Dryers  
- Bache lor  Serv ice  
-- soap ',.COP:: Etc. 
3223 Emerson  St .  
• , Ter race .~ 
Monday to Friday 
8i~00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday ?, 
8,.30¢.m. to 5:30 p.m. 
2p" 
PhOne: 635-5119 
: ' J ' ~  
!iWinners 
; April 3, 1992-$50 
' Lana King, Kitimat 
April 4, 1992 - $50 
: Myma Davies,Terrace 
i' April 5, 1992 - $50 
Kevin 0I-Ialloran, Prince Rupert 
April 6, 1992 -$50 
! Ruth Kennedy, Terrace 
I April 7, 1992- $50 
. Mr. & Mrs. Houlker, England 
April 8, 1992- $50 
Ilse Kienapfel, Terrace 
! April 9, 1992- $50 
! Louis Da Silva, Terrace 
.. , . . . . .  ~.,,~ . . . . .  ~,'~. 
' ppOrti'.!of!~ii~'e Dr. In su ,. 
R.E.M. Lee Founda- 
tion efforts to obtain a 
CT Scanner for'Mills 
i Memoria l  Hospital 
t 
6•; 
described as the "grouch" by Don 
Hauka of the Vancouvei ~ Province, 
and the "gr~mp': and the "grinch 
:of the legislature" by reporter 
Justine Hun~er of the Vancouver 
Sun. ~ " 
Politicians rarely bow to 
media pressure. On this occasion, 
though,i Hauka quoted Tanner's 
boss, Liberal' ~Leader Gordon 
Wilson, as sayl g: "ihave talked 
to him. •. If an individual comes 
downto the legislature, it is a 
courtesy thingto have them intro- 
duced and it's niCeto send them a 
copy of Hansard with their name 
recorded. It's a tradition.. 'and- 
(Tanner) holds a minority of one 
point of view in our caucus. If he 
feels so inclined, his seat is near 
the door and he can remove him- 
self and .not obstruct it." 
Tanner later tried to blame 
the media as the source of Wil- 
son's rebuke. "That's your work," 
he told Hauka. Asked by Hauka if 
he had changed his mind on 
allowing introductions in the 
house he snapped "No!" In a later 
press release, though, Tanner said 
he was prepared to follow the 
direction of his boss and Liberal 
• peers and allow~the introduction: 
of people •` in the public gallery of 
the legislature. 
~ Talstra.. doesn't fully accept 
Tanner's change of heart, though.: i ~ 
"Prior to Monday's debate on the 
Tanner Resolution, Talstra 
declared, "It's .not full recognition 
of the error of his ways... But it 
does suggest he will now abideby 
Bowsher, our '  ardnial '~i ~ntrpl'.~ 
officer." 
Sheridan liRed the •lgea.i : "  ' • "I " 
would probably not  be tha~ 
c t l "  os~y; he said. "Because Mr. 
Bowsher could enlist the help of 
Terrace residents... Any resident 
seeing a strange beast] ,would 
phone Mr. Bo~vsher." . ~. 
. As an alternative, Tals~ra said 
they could perhaps i~acrease 
Laurent's aldermanic st!pend a 
trifle and "he could gu~d:~e 
entrance to the airport and watch 
for the 'grouch'." . .~  ~ . 
There might be a more cost- 
effeCtive.approach, however. !'How 
about a bounty?" offered Sheri- 
dan. "I ,hadn't hough t oLthat," 
responded Talstm. But, "I haven't 
talked to Miss Terrace s0I'm not 
sure what-her thoughts, are.? 
With these ideas and frustra- 
tions on the floor, it was decided 
the Tanner Resolution would 
suffice. "It is very much aslight., 
I'm quite willing to mov e thi's," 
Sheridan said of the resolution. ° 
Bob Cooper was quick to second 
that motion, with a Suggestion 
that a copy be sent to Helmut 
Giesbrecht. " ....... 
:~though " " "::!~ " Mean Clive's~o~ence 
occurred March 27, it was~d~ded : 
April I would be a more appropri- 
ate day . to bring the resolution 
into effect. No  reason was given..~ 
for.the choice. Sheridan com- 
plained, "That's ."Toilet Paper 
Worm Day". A private joke. ' 
Following the adjournment of 
t~s emergency session of council, 
the wishesof~S!dader." . . Talstra was asked to explain a 
Terrace~ii~dde~en •.were les~ .• quote in the Vancouver Province. 
conciliatoryi ~ii!!!~wever. Danny  : !'If he •ever does set foot .in Ter- 
Sheridanwhnt~d t;o~0wifther  ii~ace, the punishment will be an 
was room for. ~. third signat the:  ",.appropriate one. We'll force hfm 
Terrace-Kithnat airport. TWo :~j~dge the next beauty pageant," 
existing sign s welcome visitors to Talstra said, according to Hauka. 
Terrace ~d~Ki.'timat.~I n anticipa- 
tion of Sheridan's words, alder- 
man,. airport manager Darryl 
Laurent suggested, : Stayout, 
Tanner.. as  .,the words .to~ be 
inscribed on the third sign. 
"There iwould be horrendous 
problems in enforcing 'that," Tal' 
stra concluded. But as a sugges- 
tion offered: "We could use Frank 
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"I was entirely misquoted," 
says Talstra. "To let.him judge a 
Miss Terrace Pageant would be a 
privilege... ' . , !  ~:,i~ :~ 
.- Gmsbrecht stud ~Wi~dnesday 
that he had witnessed an intro- 
duction in the ,Legislature this 
week.to which Tanner offered no 
, ..:objection.• , .... ~ ~. ,,~. 
• .' " Tod ~/ ra~han 
: •, ? .  .• 
ANGLERS 
ADVISED 
Loca l  fishermen 
.:' / ... 
are being J 
advised of several significant 
changes'contained• in the annual I . 
Freshwater Fishing S ' ynopsls' • 
issued April 1. • 
Terrace Conservation Officer 
Peter Kalina said effective on that 
date the daily limit for trout in all ' i 
streams 'in the region has been 
reduced :from three to two. The 
annual catch limit for steelhead 
in the entire Skeena and Nass 
watersheds ,is now• one fish. All 
coho caught before Sept. I have to 
be hatchery fish. The steelhead 
release point for the Kitsum- 
kalum River has been moved from 
Glacier Creek to the canyon until 
June 15. 
On •the good news side, the 
Copper River no-fishing • boundary 
has been moved upstream'to 
Limonite Creek, opening a large 
reach of the river to angling until 
June 15. Steelhead release still) 
i -  
~. ~q'~ 
• ,' ,~ t~.;~ : ,  
t~-  .- 
" . 'W,  ,,~:-, , : : i .  I . . 
• " Y ' : ( ) ' L  " ' ' : 
. . . . .  t . :>" : '"': 
:.'. ~ , ~ ,~!  
• ~ , , 
' , 5020 Hwy 1.6 W.,Terrace " 
NOW OPEN 
phone 638-1433 
Store hours 8:00 a.m. to 5"30 p.m. Monto  Fri 
• 8-00 a.m. to 4-30 p.m. Saturday 
Claire Boyko , Res. 
Area Representative 
Ken McPherson 
Branch Manager 
Fax 
638-0005 
Res. 
638'8646 
638-153.9 
StLilZUKI G ENERA TO R S 
High Power, Easy Operation Plus 
AII-Rou~d Dependability 
, ,  ' '  . . , . , ' . . o  
. .  , ,  • 
"_ : . ,  
. . - -  
Spring sale- 20% off in'store stock 
Buy one now for your summer camping 
Neid Enterprises Ltd, 4925 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-3478 Fax: 635-5050 
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RESTAURANT 
.April is Cajun 
Cookin " Month!  
APPETIZERS: 
Smoked Catfish 
with Jezabel Sauce -'$6.50 
Bayou Oysters en Crochette - $.6.95 
Creole Gumbo - $4.95 
ENTREES: 
Shrimp Etouffee - $15.95 
Blackened Cajun Catfish - $15.50 
Jambalaya - $13.95 
LUNCH: 
Tuesday-Frlday 
11:30 a.m.-2 p.m, 
DINNER: 
Monday-Sunday 
5 p.m.-11 p.m. 
Reservations 
recommended 
Phone 635-9161 
applies on the river. 
Kalina also reminds anglers 
that as of April 1 a new fishing 
licence is required. Anyone who 
needs more information can pick 
up. a copy of the new fishing syn- 
opsis at the Environment B.C. 
office in the' government access 
centre.f/~ 
WESTAR COURT 
DATE WAITS 
• A court .action seeking to 
compel the Ministry of Forests to 
order Westar Timber to start up 
its sawmill in Kitwanga has been 
postponed indefinitely. 
The action was initiated by 
the Gitwangak Indian, Band in an 
effort to get the mill going again 
and get about 100 of its members 
back to :work. Although operation 
of the mill, which is designed to 
produce 43 million board feet of 
lumber annual, is a condition Of 
Westar's timber tenure, the saw- 
mill has not run with any reg- i
ularity for nearly three years.! 
Westar has been under a s~ecial 
dispensation from the Minister of 
Forests exempting it from the 
licence condition due to timber 
r 
shortages. 
G i twangak  spokesman 
Graham Morgan said, Wednesday 
that the initial court date of 
March 26 was adjourned t0April 
1, then adjourned indefinitely at  
the request of the government's 
lawyers. Although there is appar- 
ently a pending sale agreement 
for part or all of Westar's assets 
in the area, Morgan said the 
Gitwangak don't believe the sale 
will settle the issue at stake in 
the legal action. "We're looking for 
a 'definition of the licence, and 
we're probably going to have to do 
that through the courts," Morgan 
said. 
He added that Minister of 
Forests Dan Miller recently 
extended Westar's exemption from 
operating the mill to June 15. • 
i . .  
i, li, 
: z , ,  
i'.4; : 
on a Standard Single. Double or Twin 
Room any Friday, Saturday or Sunday 
Come in and enjoy our 
Waterfront Restaurant 
or have a drink in 
Charley's Lounge. 
Call for a Reservation 
Toll Free 1-800~63-8150 ~,  
free consultation 
PHOTOGRAPHY ' 1 ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ 
murray metcal fe .  1,J J J 
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Take home a Ford Trucktoday 
and take advantage of these low rates 
. . . . . .  , : . . . .  .,~" " : , "  : . / , - : ' . :3 ; ! ; ; ;& : ; ' !~  :'= • ::~::~.- • • ~:~; : : ' "  " ~:.~, "."~.'?; ~,  ~; '~ i : : ; .~  :;~'::~,~:..": : ~ :~ ' :~. :  
• " " : =" ; ; :  t :  • :~" ~ ;:;; 2;.:~ ;~'~ . d~ .~:~'. ; :  • ~ " " .~.~t~ : . . "  ;~!" ~ tt;~:~::~i~:~i" ~.::~ 1 ~ i : ::- ::!:. : 
• ' :. " . ' . ; : ;~ . "  " . "  ' . . " . '  ' . "  " . . '  . :  ' " : ' :~ ' . "  ""  "'. : ....... t " ' -~ Id ,~/ .  . . . . .  ~. :~' 
- .  ~ " :~/ ' , " . .  .':"..",- " :~:  . . . "  ' : t ' . " "  ' • "" . ' -~ . . : "  ' t~ ,~: .~_ :~,~.  
" • ;~.,..~ . . . .  .': . . : . ' : ' . . " .  : . "  : :  :,..- . . . .~  " . .  ,.,. ' ,~ . .Z .  :. ...'.. ' . :~- . .  
F Series' including regular cab I 
o•~ 
,~ . . i i ' , , / /  • , 
I 
' i ¸ ,~::• ;,~i ~ •'~ 
_ . . °  ,• ,  ! 
I cl : ....... 7~.9% UP to 48 months  oa ~i ~:~~ or $750.00  cash  ~ back  J J 
• ' ! 
Includes Ranger 
Regular Cab . Super Cab 
Rates as low as 5.5% on The PLAN 
"The Smart Way to Get a New Truck" 
• TERRACE 
=i  i • • 
4631 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. 635-4984 
CALL TOLL FREE - 1-800-463-1128 
~:!i ;~; ~ i!:~! i~iiiii~!(~'i i l,  
, ii~i~',i~i~i ii~ :¸ 
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. . . . "  
you f i l l   out .... 
' ~" : r inco!ne tax return :i 
i 
'~t,. ~ ~ i  ~ From Feb .~ 24 to April 30, we offer an "after hours" phone .. ::, ,,~ 
..~ ~ ~ r - ~ ~  servicefr°m5p'm't°9p'm"M°ndaythr°ughThursday" , :  :' S- 
• . "~. ,,., .,,. ASr~~~. f~. .  You can also call T.I,RS. Info-Tax, our automated phone service, ' "/!:/:":i:i! • 
, i ' : : ~ ~  i24 hou~., . a day~ 7 days. a~we~k'..for..nxxxd~.infunna~on on se~c~ed ~zs.. ~ -:~:` . . . ~ .~:` ~ :
To make , things easier, we've d~signed two simpler tax returns 
that don't have any calculations. 
These optional i~  are great for peoplewith straightforward 
tax s!tuadous. If you re Under 65, you can use the "Short" 
If you're 6.5 or over, the'.'65 Plus, is for you. Whatever return 
you use i you should fill out only one. 
Make sure your return is not delayed 
Lots of people fill out thek tax return with great care, only to 
miss.delails that can make all the difference. For example, ff 
l your address is incomplete or inconcct, your refund could be 
delayed or sent to the wrong place. 
If you will be moving, write the new address on your return, 
or ff you don't know it yet, please call us to let us know as 
soon as you can so we can update your file. 
Another important detail is attaching all the slips and 
receipts that support your claims for credits and 
deductions. If any age missing, your re .turn may 
ga hdd.p while we coat~ you for ~ iafoana~ .~~'~ 
I '1 Revenue Canada 
Taxation 
" RevenU Canada 
Im~t  Canad~ 
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...... Westar has been offered $16 
million by Skeena Cellulose for 
the Carnaby sawmill near Hazel- 
ton, a whole log chipper in Hazel: 
ton, a major renewable forest 
licence in the Kispiox Timber 
Supply Area and a log sorting 
operation in Stewart. Amma'gh&n 
Forest Products, a consortium of 
native groups and private 
investors, has offered Westar over 
$17 million for the same assets 
plus the Kitwanga mill and Tree 
Farm Licence 51. Representatives 
of both prospective buyers have 
said the Kitwanga mill cannot 
: survive in its present configur- 
ation due to timber shortages. 
The sale will have to be 
approved by the Minister of For- 
ests,: but Morga~ believes the sale 
will also be subjectt0 approval by 
the Gitwangak Band bud the 
federal Department ofIndian and 
Northern Affairs. Operation of the 
"Kitwanga mill: is a condition of 
Westar's ]ease:~- the mill is built 
on Reserve property. 
A report on the Westar sale 
commissioned under the Public 
Inquiries Act in February has 
been delivered to Miller, but the 
report has not yet been disclosed 
to the public.lm 
HOMELITEo 
Spring Savings 
Save on the 
entire line of 
lawnmowers, 
ttllers, and 
tractors. 
t • .  • . V 
Sale pricing 
on in Stock 
items only 
Offer ends June 30,1992 at participating dealers 
dl ~ ' - , 
KEN GIBsoN 635-2909 TREVOR GIBSON 
• Having problems with 
your WCB claim? 
• You can get free, 
confi'dential.advice, when a 
Workers' Adviser visits : 
Terrace on Al~ril 22. ', 
• To make an appointmentl 
fora personal ihterview, 
call the Government 
,~,gent's Office at 638-3200. 
• The interviewswill be 
held at the B:C. Access 
Centre, 1.0,1 - 3220 Eby 
Street, Terrace, B.G. " 
• For advice wiihout an j 
interview, contact Workers:. 
Adviser officein Richmond 
tollffree at 1-800-663-4261 !.
(~  Ministry ofLabour and ;' 
Consumer Sewices 
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Make Easter Sunday 
: " i ' ' ! e ' ' " " ' • '~  
Famlly Fu. Day 
" • The Terrace Inn lS featuring :an '~ 
  April 19th 10a,m. to 2 p.m. 
A fabulous menu 
: ~ Easter Eggs for the ch i ldren 
Daffodils for Mom . • 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED ' • 
" • ~ r  . 
635-6630 ' ' : 
l=  
REFERENDUM, 
FORGES AHEAD 
~ne expansion of the ~rrace 
Public Library is still up in ~the '
air, but a better cost ~ sharing 
formula between the city and 
outlying area for armual ibrary 
debt servicing and operating Costs 
is on the way. A bylaw outlining 
the new formula was given first 
two readings by the board of~ the 
Kitimat-Stikine RegionalDistrict 
last month and the issuewill go 
to referendum in the next few 
months. ., 
If approved, the current "ceil- 
ing" on the maximum annual 
contribution by outlying areas to 
library operating and debt servic- 
ing costs will increase. This ceil- 
ing is required to protect rural 
, taxpayers who, although, they 
benefit hrough the operation of 
the library, have no say in deci- 
sions made by city Council that 
might increase the annual ,cost. 
12 
/i/.. .... . "rbe Kamn Jamieson Dance Company 
-.~., :.... and Ke~e~ B. Harris 
m collaboration with Evan Adams, Alice Jeffrey, 
. Doreen Jcnscn and • 
The University of British Columbia Museum of 
, Anthropology present 
GAlA  G ANZ 
R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre 
Monday, 
April 13, 1992 
8:00 p.m. 
Tickets are available 
from: Sight& Sound, 
Misty River Books, 
Kermode Friendship 
Cent re  
$10 adults, $7 seniors 
$5 students 
A community- ' 
sponsored event., for 
more information 
please call 
638-1594 
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4652 Lazelle Avenue • Phone 635-4997 
introduces 
rrlsh Eidsvik 
10 YEARS 
HAIRDRESSING 
EXPERIENCE 
HOURS:  
Tuesday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Friday 9 am. to  5 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Barb Yawrenko 
5 YEARS. " 
HAIRDRESSING' • 
EXPERIENCE i 
HOURS:  " ' 
Tues-'[hrus . 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Friday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
• ~ Saturday 9 a.m. to 3 p.m: 
Regular Hours: 
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Saturdays 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
The "fairness" of the existing 
ceiling, set in 1983, was sur- 
passed several years ago. Under 
the current formula, rural 
taxpayers contribute only about 
17% of the annual cost while city 
taxpayers contribute the other 
83%. The new formula Would 
change this ratio to about 33:66. :
The maximum contribution made 
by all rural taxpayers could not 
exceed $210,000 annually. 
~This is relatively straight 
foi~Ward and should not cause 
rural taxpayers a problem when it 
comes to a referendum. There is a 
clause in the amended bylaw, 
however, that  might Cause some 
concern: "The focalservice area 
and the City of Terrace shall 
share the annual operating costs 
and the debt servicihg cost of the 
1978 capital expansion program 
and the proposed 1993 expansion 
of the ~rrace Public Library..." 
In view of reCent changes, you 
might ask, "What library expan- 
sion?" The regional district ,and 
the city will be advertising up- 
coming referendums, and this 
should clarify the matter. And the 
question on the referendum itself 
will, everyoiae hopes, be very 
specific and easy to understand. 
This i-eferendum will assume 
cost sharing of the $1.8 million 
project in the approximate ratio of 
$800,000 for the city, $400,000 for 
the regional district and $600;000 
for.., well, another source. Talstra 
says it will be up to. the library 
board to pursue a $600,000 contri' 
bution from some source, now 
that the project application for 
lottery funds appears to be dead, 
but he adds that the city will help 
in that pursuit. 
If no grant.is forthcoming, the 
project will likely be shelved. 
The bottom line, though, says 
Talstra, is not the $1.8 million 
estimate for the project. A con- 
tractor's tender could be more or 
'less than that figure, and accord- 
ing to Talstra. methods will be 
sought o more accurately estab- 
lish the actual cost of the project. 
- -  Tod Strachan 
WORD ON 
ORENDA TODAY 
A major announcement 
concerning the proposed Oren- 
da Forest Products pulp and 
paper mill is expected at a 
press conference to be held at 
9:30 this morning in Terrace. 
The conference was called by 
the B.C. government and it 
will, be conducted by Skeena 
MLA Helmut Giesbrecht and 
Frank Blasseti, co-chairman of
the Major 'Project Review 
Process teering committee. 
On Monday Orenda vice- 
president Frank Foster said 
he had been told by govern- 
ment officials that the steer- 
ing committee's final report 
would be presented to Cabinet 
later this week. He said they 
also discussed a number of 
concerns recently stated by 
Northwest native groups. 
CITY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
I TE   AO6E] ZONING AMENDMENT 
TAKE NOTICE that an application has been made to 
amend the City of Terrace Zoning By-Law No. 401-1966, 
and amendments the reto. 
THE SUBJECT AREA: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace 
described as: Central Commercial Zone and shown in 
heavy outline on the accompanying map. 
ZI:IEJKT.EB~ 
(a) To amend Section 15 of the City of Terrace Zoning 
By-Law401 to permit more than one principal dwelling 
on a lot in the Central Commercial Zone. 
(b) To add to Section 4 of the City of Terrace Zoning. 
By-Law401 a definition of Principal Building. 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY-LAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED between the hours ' of 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., 
Monday to Friday, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, Good 
Friday April 17th, and Easter Monday April 20th, from 
March 24, 1992 to April 27, 1992, inclusive, in the reception 
area at the City of Terrace Public Works Building at 5003 
Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding 
this Application may do so, in writino, and/or IP oerson 
AT THE REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING. TO BE HELD IN 
THE MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS. AT 7:30 P.M. 
ON MONDAY, APRIL 27. 1992. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
MUNICIPAL ACT, R.S.B.C., 1979, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governedaccordingly. 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk-Administrator 
~. ' - -  '~r' ft'~1[rr~ : I , I - -  . 
~ ~ . ~  . ~ ~ _ . , - - " :  , . ,., ~ ."._, ........ -~ ,  . . . . .  
-~ r-- ~-.T..) ~ ~- .  
' ZONING DEIIIGNAT'O"$ 7~=~,I , ' I%~ ~ .--Q-~_I.----------------~ 
[ ~  CENI"P, AI. COMMERcIAl. ( ¢1 ) 
i SERVICE STATION ( 8 ) 
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CRIMES AGAINST PROPERTY ,. SA.5 5 V NDAL 
• L ' o l  
p t 
t 
i! 
• -The  fo l low ing  in fo rmat ion  i s  
supplied by the Terrace RCMP 
detachment. These events 
happened in your community 
and  you may be able to help 
• ident i fy  the offenders. If you 
have any information about  
these c~mes, please •telephone 
the  RCMP at 635-4911 or 
VANDAL WATCH 635-5556. 
Wednesday, April 1 
Wilful damage at a residence 
on Rifle Range Road. A vehicle 
was driven into a chain link 
fence• 
Wilful damage overnight at 
the Thornhill soccer fields on 
, Century St. A motor •vehicle was 
driven onto the fields causing 
damage stimated at $500-$700. 
" Break, enter and theft at 
Danny's Pool Hall at about 10:06 
p.m. The front window was bro- 
, ksn and two packages of cigar- 
ettes were stolen. 
Wilful damage to a vehicle 
parked at the Northern 'Motor 
Inn. Two tires wereslashedon a 
1976 Ford van sometime between 
6 p.m. and 12:58 a.m. 
• r~. Break, enter and theft at 
.. 'Audrey's Coiffures 'in the 4600 
. 'bl0ck Park Ave. Petty cash was 
stolen. 
: Break and enter at. a resi- 
dence in the 4900 block Graham 
Ave. sometime between 7 p.m. 
and 11 p.m. Nothing was reported 
missing. 
" : Thursday, April 2 
Break, enter and theft at a 
Pear St. residence. A purse was 
stolen. 
• : Break, enter and theft at a 
residence r in the 4900 block 
Straume Ave. Jewellery and a 
' iSansui model RZ1000 CD player 
were stolen. 
J 
• Break, enter and theft at a 
residence in the 5100 block 
Medeek Ave. Two gold and dia- 
mond rings were stolen. 
Friday, April 3 
Wilful damage to the lawn 
in front of a: residence in the 4800 
block LoenAve. Tire tracks on the 
lawn indicate a vehicle was 
backed up to the front door of the 
residence• 
Break, enter and theft at a 
residence in the 5100 block Agar 
Ave. Four rings were taken. 
• Vandalism and theft from a 
vehicle parked at  the Inn of the 
West. The driver's ide window of 
a blue 1983 Ford pickup was 
broken and a cassette deck stolen• 
, Vandalism to a vehicle 
parked at the Inn of the West. A 
window was broken in a red°1986 J 
Firenza; nothing was reported 
missing. 
Vandalism and theft from a 
vehicle parked in the 4700 block 
Lakelse Ave. The drivers side 
window of a red 1985 Toyota 
FourRunner was broken and a 
radar detector was taken. 
Vandalism to a vehicle 
parked •at the Skeena Mall. A 
silver 1989 Sunbird sustained 
scratches to the roof and hood. 
Saturday, April 4 
Vandalism to a vehicle 
parked at Atwood and Greig Ave. 
The passenger side Window of a 
• grey• 1992 Ford pickup was bro- 
ken .and a radar detector was 
stolen 
Sunday, April 5 
Theft of a red 1985 Firefly 
from 'a North Sparks residence. 
The vehicle was located later on 
Kofoed Drive. 
Vandal ism •at Thornhill 
Grocery. One male suspect broke 
two windows. He was chased by a 
local citizen who was unable to 
apprehend him. 
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-. Monday, Apri l  6 : 
Break, enter and theft at a 
residence in the 3500 block Han- 
son St. Several figurines were 
taken 
Theft of a radio from~ a 
Vehicle parked at Terrace Totem 
Ford. 
'Vandalism to a vehicle 
parked in the Overwaitea parring 
lot. The vehicle was scratched • 
with a sharp object. 
Vandalism to a vehicle 
parked at Terrace Furniture. 
Nothing was stolen. 
Crime Review tiP: Over the 
next few weeks we will be offering 
a home security checl~dist tohelp 
you make your home more secure. 
In this first • segment, we look at 
exterior doors• If the answer to 
any of the following questions is 
"No" make the necessary ~changes' 
as soon as possible. , 
1. Does your front do0rhave a
• 180-degree peep •hole?. i •~ 
2. Are locks that can be 
opened.from the inside atleast 40 
inches from the nearest pane of 
glass? 
3. Are all entrance doors solid 
core? 
4. Do all entrance doors have 
dead bolt locks? :• 
5. If hinge pins on an e.xterior 
door are on the outside, ~m'e they 
non-removable? 
6. Do all exterior doors secure- 
lY fit the'door jamb? 
7. Is the door jamb attached 
securely to the frame of the 
home?- 
8. Is the strike plate of the 
entrance set securely fastened to 
the door jamb. 
9. Does the bolt extend suffi- 
ciently into the strike plate? • 
10. If you are not the first 
owner or tenant, have all locks 
been re-keyed since the time you 
moved in? 
: ~ 
Terrace B,C. Ambulance Ser- 
vice Report from-Wednesday, 
April 1 to Tuesday, April 7. 
The week began quietly for 
Ter raceBCAS paramedics. A 
Mills Memorial patient was trans- 
ferred to Kitimat General Hospi- 
ta l  for medical treatment Wednes- 
day, April 1. The following day 
paramedics were  called to an 
emergency situation at a Terrace 
residence but were able to treat 
the patient; at the scene and hos- 
pitalization was not required. The 
only call on Friday proved to be a 
false alarm. 
Saturday, April 4 began with 
' a second false alarm. Later in the 
day another emergency call was 
cancelled by BCAS dispatch 
beforethe ambulance arrived at 
the scene. Also during the day, 
though, paramedics were called to 
a Terrace residence to attend to a 
five-year-old girl who had been 
bitten by a dog. 
Animal control officer Frank 
Bowslier says it was not a serious 
incident and complicated by the 
fact neighbourhood children had 
been teasing the dog. Every year 
at about this time, however, dog 
bites do become a concern and  
Bowsher warns that charges can 
be laid against dog owners. 
Bowsher warns that dog 
owners are required to  confine 
their pets to their own property, 
and if they go for a walk, the dog 
must be under the control of a 
competent person. 
A major motor vehicle acci- 
dent was reported at about 1:30 
a.m. Sunday morning. Three am- 
bulances, the Fire Department's 
rescue vehicle and RCMP were 
dispatched to a location on High- 
way 16 about four miles west of 
Terrace for what was reported to 
be a four-vehicle accident. Only 
two vehicles were involved, how- 
ever. Injuries to four persons were 
minor and none of, the am- 
bulances or the  rescue vehicle 
were required. 
According to RCMP, both 
vehicles were from Prince Rupert 
and eastbound at the time of the 
incident. The driver Of the first 
vehicle stopped on the highway to 
turn left into a rest area and was 
struck from behind by the second 
vehicle. Damage was estimated at 
$5,000 and the driver of the ~sec- 
ond vehicle was charged with 
following too close. 
• Sunday afternoon, BCAS 
paramedics were called to a resi- 
dence north of Terrace to attend 
to a nine-year-old girl who ~'ell off 
her horse, another seasonal injury 
with a timely warning. Care, 
common sense and a helmet are 
highly recommended for anyone 
riding horseback. 
Other calls last Sunday 
involved the transfer of a patient 
suffering a migraine headache to 
hospital and later back home, 
help for an elderly man who fell 
and bumped his head on a kit- 
chen cabinet, the transfer of a 
patient from Prince Rupert to 
Mills Memorial, and the transfer 
of  a maternity patient from a 
Stewart ambulance at Cranberry 
Junction to Mills Memorial. 
Monday, a Kitimat resident 
was returned home following 
medical treatment in Terrace, a 
response to a minor motor vehicle 
adcidbnt at Old Lakelse Lake 
Road and Paquette was Cancelled 
by dispatch, and a patient suffer- 
ing chronic back pain was trans- 
ported to Mills Memorial Hospi- 
tal. Two patients were trans- 
ported to hospital Tuesday, the 
first to Mills Memorial for medi- 
cal treatment and the second an 
elderly woman Suffering chest 
pains. 
Y T"" 
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: jn  : Terrace where you: can ~ get your  lights strength for our ambassador, lambasting Tanner in 
punched out for much less - -  an emergency meeting 'a good-natured council-like manner, but some of their 
• of the city council was convened and Tanner was suggestions show lack of forethought and perhaps 
branded persona, non grata, don't go far enough. For example, fo rc~g i~6r  to 
- -  Brian Kieran,. do three hours of hospitality work here, considering 
The Province, April 7, 1992 the man's temperament, could inflict more damage 
on the local tourist rade than a dozen NDP'ibUdgets. 
Declaring Tanner to be persona non grata ~dnly on 
Wel l ,  gee, Brian, you don't have 'to come this far April Fool's Day, a day on which local people withfar 
afield from your Victoria bunker to be on the receiv- greater qualifications could be commemorated, seems 
ing end of a little interpersonal violence. Your a token measure. Rather, why not declare Tanner the 
familiarity with Terrace seems to rival that of Clive city's official scapegoat for every day of th6ilyear? It 
Tanner himself, is one of Terrace's shortcomings that so m~y things 
In dropping that bit of hyperbole, something go Wrong for which no one can clearly and~0bviously 
that's an obligatory part of the big city journalists' be blamed. Since Tanner by his own admi/~sion is a 
mythology concerning places more than 40 kilometr.es miserable individual by inclination and nature, it 
north of the border, Kieran was in the process of would hardly make a great deal of difference in his 
.branding Tanner, the man who deprived his fellow life to be regularly excoriated by a large group of 
legislatoi~s of the privilege of meeting Miss Terrace people whom he will probably never meet;and never 
Shelley O'Brien, as a peddler of soft pornography and want to meet. 
the literature of violence~ Kieran, in the manic and It could be a great comfort o many Of us if we 
rabid style favotired by the Province, called Tanner's could lay the blame for seasonal f ooding and water 
preoccupation with decorum into question by advis- shortages, lost opportunities, the forestry fall-down 
ing readers that a bookshop owned by Tanner sells effect, disrespectful children, stupid adults, fog at the 
scrofulous periodicals like Playboy, Hustler, Playgirl airport and frost-heaves in the pavement on a single 
and publications that cater to homosexuals and gun- communal object of abomination. 
and-knife fanciers, in short a selection of magazines We: Understand, however, that Tanner has 
that could probably be found on the shelves of nearly moderated his ways somewhat, having allowed the 
any convenience store in North America. introduction of a guest othe legislature arlier this 
Poor Tanner is not having a good week. Prior to week. Perhaps if he could be trained to say "yes" 
getting Kieran's attention he was headline fodder for with same fervour he has to date reserved for "nay", 
most of the major media outlets in B.C., he got taken Tanner might qualify for a senate appointment, 
to the woodshed by his caucus leader and then was relieving both himself and the general public of the 
censured by Terrace city council, all for refusing to burden of having to deal With one another. And 
let Shelley be formally introduced to the Legislature perhaps as an additional public service Kieran could 
as a matter of personal principle" involving his. idea be permanently assigned to cover him. 
of what is and is not proper in a house of assembly. It would almost make one believe the senate has 
Terrace city council was certainly a pil l~ of a purpose. 
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A VIEW FROM 
ONE PARENT'S SIDE 
To the Editor; 
This has to do with young offenders of today. I've 
heard people say, "Make the parents pay for damages 
done by':their child," Obviously, the people saying 
this do not realize what it means to have children 
and, most likely, do not have any. 
Do parents realize that it is common for some 
young people to get up in the middle of the night and 
go'out, then return home at two, three, four or five in 
the morning with the parents not even aware the 
child has been out Of the house? One night two young 
people went out and damaged some public property 
and were caught by the police anti.returned home at 
3:30 in th~ morning. The parents o~each child had 
gone to bed and their children were in ,bed sleeping. 
The lchildreh got up and went out mid damaged 
public property. Some people ~think ;the parents 
should, paY! There are some'kids~who~just ge up and 
gO out to walk around and do not !do any damage. 
Parents Of the destructive kids are by law not 
allowed to lock •the young person in their room, Jook 
windows, or to slap, yell at or discipline the kids in 
any way, or the young person can pick up the tele- 
phone andcall the kids' help line and say two Words: 
"child abuse". Then you risk the chance of los'rag any 
otlier children in:the home While an investigation 
goes on which involves lawyer¢isocial s~rvi'ces, and 
the police. "Then there is a court appearance, and 
then maybe you get your children" back." Is it worth 
it? As a parent, you can advise and guide your child, 
but aider a certain age the child is on'his or her own, 
and all you as a parent can do is watch becaupe your 
lob is done. It is up to the child to do right • or wrong 
and hopefully the parents' guidance aild. love will 
help the child to decide •what is right~ I haste always 
told my children to do their best so tliey can h01d 
their heads up high and be proud of their accom- 
plishments. I do not benefit from their achievements; 
oniy they do. So do your best and stand proud. 
Our laws for young people are just out of this 
world! We have to look at the laws ~d try to change 
them so the young offenders realize it does not pay to 
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• be bad. We also need laws to protect parents from 
the .abuse of children because of the chil d protection 
laws of today. Parents do.not have any avenues open 
to seek help with problem children. Some parents 
live'in fear of their child because there is no where to. 
turn for these people. I know Of families that have 
• Sl~lit up because of the abuse from children. There is 
so much damage done to parents that no matter 
what happens, the family will never be together 
again. 
The children of today realize the law and what it 
means to them. Being on probation means going to 
'theprobation office once a month(if'you feel like it), 
and community hours - -  if you feel like doing what 
the coordinator asks of you, it's 'Tes, I'll do it". If you 
have other plans, you can say, "No, I can't make it", 
but it is the young offender's choice. As for breach of 
probation charges -  so what? Patents'may ask that 
breach of probation charges be brought against he 
child, but it really is up to the probation officer or 
police. If any one of these feel like filing charges, so 
be it, but all this really means is that 'if the police 
see the person, maybe they will pick up the offender. 
When a child is arrested for shoplifting or any- 
thing else, parents are called to the police station to 
pick up the child and to appear in court at a later 
date. My advice is, parents don't go right away, let 
the child stay in jail for a time before you go and 
sign them out, because this may give the child time 
to realize that they don't ever want to be back in 
there again. If you want your child to go to court as 
soon as possible, then refuse to go and sign the child 
out. Police then have no choice but to get the child 
into court,, because they have only a certain amount 
of time to take the child before a judge, or else the 
charges.are dropped. The police do not like doing 
this, but it is part of their job. I have had a police 
officer say to me, "What kind of parent are you that 
you'd leave your child in jaxl. But I want the child 
to appear in  court right away, not three months 
down the road. It is because I care •that I demanded 
this; it caused, extra pressure on the police officer, • 
but at least the court case is over and done with no w , 
and not 'some months later. If this saves the child 
from getting into trouble again, then it was worth 
the extra work on everyone's part. 
I am a parent hat has been throug h "hell" with 
her children for the last couple of years, so I know 
what I am talking about. The children today have 
lost all respect for themselves and for others, and 
that is why so many children are in trouble today. I
do not wish what I went through on any parent, 
because it has 1.eft very large scars'that will never go 
away. I still love my children dearly, but I have a 
hurt inside that just can't seem to go away. I look 
forward to the day when my children turn around 
and start doing good with their lives, but the hurt 
that has .been caused will always be inside, no 
matter what, and one 'day my children will realize 
• what they have done. 
Probation and the police should eafo~e court 
orders'better because the children know a coi~t order 
can be broken and not much will be done because of 
it. When I requested that court orders be obeyed or 
else, I was the bad one because'it meant maybe the 
child would go to a detention centre or jail for young 
offenders, but I cared and that is why'I requested 
Court orders be followed. With my child, not one 
court order was enforced by the probation officer or 
the •police, and I finally called crown counsel to get 
the police and probation office to issue breach 
• diarges. Why did I have to go through all this just.to 
have a court order followed? 
Our rules for young people have made the system 
very easy for the children to use to their advantage. ~ 
Whether it be to break the law, or otherwise, it is 
their choice with our, child protection iaws.of today. 
Changes should be made and maybe then. the 
children will learn to respect again. Don't blahae 
parents for their children's misdeeds, blaine'the 
system we have working for them. In my opinion, 
children should be sent to an institution like an army 
camp where all their rights are taken from them for 
a period of time until they learn to respect people 
and their possessiohs, and learn that crime does not 
pay! 
The places we send our young offenders to now 
are like summer camp, where they are the boss. 
Young people don't mind going to these places; just 
ask some of them. ' ' 
Now, I hope you have a better understanding.of 
the system used to protect, not  punish, young 
offenders and why you can never hold parents .... 
responsible for damages done by them. Punishing the ' 
parents is actually rewardingthe young offender! -: ::- 
Name withheld 
by req~e§t; .... 
THE KIDS GET WORRIED 
' L :  
To the Editor; ~ • 
We, as kids on Bobsien Crescent, are very con- 
cerned about he sewage problem. We do not want to 
leave the houses that we have been living 'in. We 
hope that Mr. Blencoe, the government and other 
people with the same sewer problem will help one 
another. It is embarrassing to live around a place 
With bait odours. We think it is about, time•that 
someone does something about the sewers. It has 
been here for about 18 to 20 years. 
I 
i 
Tracy Spbiicer 
Jbdy Kyle 
Ke~"  Kyle 
~"~ Terrace 
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• Columbian will derive the benefits that tr~clde down. 
[F.xr~cr] 
ERES.T G SlMeS 
i The following is taken from Dunsmuir H, the 
report from a workshop held in.Sidney, B.C. May 1-3, 
1991. A group of 38 agencies addressed questions 
involving a comprehensive provincial land and water 
use strategy. The extract was written by Milt 
McLaren, a teacher at Simon Fraser University." 
• For.the young in B,C. this is an interesting and 
often confusing time. The recent Sullivan Commis: 
sion on Education oted major changes in the nature 
of the family. Canada is now approaching the U.S. 
statistic of having one in every two marriages end in 
divorce. Many more families have both parents 
working full time. Many" more women are in the 
work force than at any previous time. People are 
working more .hours, rather than less, for the same. 
amount of purchasing power. The leisure society 
which was written about so optimistically in the 50's 
and 60'S has at least been delayed if not postponed 
indefinitely. 
[SPEECH] 
WADES 
The .following is an excerpt from Skeena. MLA 
Helmut G=esbrecht s inaugural address to the B.C. 
Legislature, March 24, 1992. ... 
i,ve .had the good forttme to start my term by 
serving on this Legislature's constitution committee. 
We have, during the past months, wrestled with the 
national issues that cause divisions among Cana- 
dians, an d, each time a participant was asked what 
made this country unique and why it was worth pre- 
servingl the answer seemed to bea  reflection of Ske- 
ena and its constituents• The north has always been 
looked on as a source of raw energy resources to fuel 
the economic engine of the south. It has .been a kind 
of geographi.'c application of the trickle-down theory 
that was expressed in this house some days ago. The 
theory is, that if we feed the corporations enough and 
allow them enough profit, then the average British 
'l~he geographic version is that if we pumpmore 
resources: into B.C.'~.southern, heavily populate d 
areas, then the benefits will trickle down to the 
northern half of the province. The farmer's versio nof' 
that theory is that if you feed a horse enough oats, 
the sparrow will derive some benefit at the other 
end. We in the north are no longer content o be 
treated like sparrows, Iam encouraged by the state- 
ment in the Speech from the throne that: "This 
government will work to ensure the widest possible 
participation the growth of British Columia by people 
• in all economic sectorsl and regions of this province., 
Hon. Speaker, I am committed to working with this 
government toensure that this takes place and that 
we provide a future for our children, we are tired of 
seeing them go south because that's where the only 
jobs are. 
Hurry ! Low 
interest rates! 
A no money ,.' 
down - 
conversion ~ 
loan from. • 
Pacific: . 
Northern:Gas 
makes it: 
easier for you  
to start .  ' 
saving With 
• natural gas  " 
now. Both new and current customers:: ' 
are eligible OAC.  Call us today fo r more .. 
information and for this month's low. " . 
interest rates. ~ ' 
635-7291 
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• Lars Widget stood tall as he surveyed his kingdom from the summit of Hedy Hill: 
Colourful autumn leaves in the north~ sparkling from the residue of a light sprinkle of 
rain. In the midst of all that colour a thin column of smoke rose, distorted by a slight 
i 
southerly breeze. 
At the source of that smoke he knew Gretchen was working her kitchen magic ,~, 
on bread, cakes and pies.• And as always she would,see that his workers, who lived in 
the nearby bunkhouse, got their fair share. 
~• His workers. They were a good lot, hand-picked by Lars himself. A good• 
i• ~:~ example for his eldest son. William Arthur, better known as Billy, was 17 now and 
L~ he was working and learning with the crew, a crew that, for the most, understood. 
": the forest and nature nearlyas well as Lars. 
Billy was a good boy. Showed a lot of promise... Unlike his younger broth- 
er, James Henry, who turned 15 last March. James was a trial. A rebel of sorts, 
~ ~  still in school but not liking it. A boy with no direction,no real commitment. 
Lars and Gretchen worried about his future and "lectured". James 
scoffed at their efforts to ,control his life" and made no effort to hide his contempt. 
"What can a father do," Lars mumbled. The sound of his own voice bring- S: 
• ~ ing him back to the present. 
It was Wednesday, September 17, 1948. Lars had turned 40 the previous 
week and had been in a reflective mood ever since. It was for that reason he 
• had left his workers during the mid-day breE~k' and walked to the top of 
Hedy H i l l . .  - 
Lars was very proud of his eldest boy, very worried about his 
youngest. Widget's Woods, as his forest had become known, was more 
than his life's work. It was a legacy for generations tocome. It 
was the future of his sons... And of their sons. 
.... ~: But there were a number of things ou~ide his 
r kingdom he couldn't control that were causing a great 
deal of worry, tob. A lot had changed in the past 
~' ~ decade. Changes that had made his design fo r Wid- 
get's Woods more complex. 
~'~ ~:•:• In Lars' opinion, many of the changes that 
~•~ had taken place •were not for the better. And also 
Early settlers had placed little value on• 
|i timber in the area. They believed our place in 
~ the world of commerce and trade would be 
~.  So instead of logging, found in agriculture: 
" ~ they cleared fields and burned unwanted: 
:~  I~  trees. Less than a decade later, th°ugh, ' 
~ many of these "farmers" were making their 
living in the bush and recognized the reality 
~'~: . that logging was our forte. 
~ ~' Lars didn't blame these early log 
• ~ gers for the changes that had taken 
b ~  place. In his words, "They were working in 
: a dream." But 17 years earlier,'he had 
tried to warn them. 
• r ¸ ' •' ~ 
I, 
~L 
btisiness~'~h'e'~o~swou~esCar~s ,~h.the~f°r~t, 'I he .w~ul d tell his boss of the day. "Mind your own " .... 
day0r so later '-e w - - - -  J' -" umm~ ~, oI course. "me argument wouldbecome he ..... : a oma ~e woriong tor someone lse. - ated and a 
"No one would listen," Lars•mused. "But at least they were only a little careless then... Now ~ :~' 
t.he big corporations are moving iii and it's going to get worse. ~ . . . . .  
• Lars scuffed the soil with'the toe of his boot. "Bigcorporations," he,mumbled. "Longer oads. ! i :~- 'i~ 
B~gg~ cuts. More waste. And'the owners of those corporations..: They don t care. They don t even live ~ i: ~ 
Lars had reason to worry. He was comfortably isolated in his small woodlOt style operation, ~ • 
but he was still affected by market glut and famine. And he had friends working elsewhere who .~ '~ were more directly affected~ • 
Now there was talk of something called.a• Tree Farm Licence. A "deal" the government ~ 
-~v i~" ~. 
was, according to rumor/r, 'going to give Columbia Cellulose. Lars wasn't sure what it meant. But i~  
wouldtalk roundget none.town suggested it meant• Columbia would get all the timber and the small guys i~ .• ~ 
Most people, though, countered an~/criticism by arguing that the "small ~i~l 
guys" would get better jobs with Columbia. That was because big business could do ~ "~ ~ ~ 
the job better, more efficiently. Lars' early experience in Sweden with his • 
Uncle Hedy told him different, but no one would listen. ' ~ ~ 
"It's funny how things change," Lars said to himself as he openedhis ~ ~ ~":~ :" i 
lunch box filled with his own special creation of goat's milk, cheese and ~ 
Gretchen's home-bakedbread. !i ~" ~i 
He glanced own at Smedjebacken Lake and felt atwinge of ~ ~ 
springembarrassmentof 1933 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  as he recalled how he had first described his forest in the " ~ ,~~•~-  ~ 
It was much like a novice telling a fish story. He had described 
Smedj Lake as being 600 to 700 metres at the widest point and about wo 
kilometres long. A slight •overestimation, he had to admit, but in fairness dis- 
torted by his excitement and a little metric confusion. In reality the lake was 
alittle less than 200 metres wide and about 560 metres long. 
"And that's the way it is with the forest;" Lars mumbled philosophi- 
cally. "People see what they believe is there. Not what is really there." 
It reminded Lars of something a wise settler had told him once of 
the history of this valley. The first white men believed our future was in 
agriculture. They burned useless trees and planted valuable crops. Their 
sons, though, saw the trees as something of limitless value, and cut and 
sold everything in sight. 
"An exaggeration ffact, perhaps," Lars mused as he scanned his 
forest below. "But as a prophecy, very true. 
Anc] their sons will find prophecy in 
Proverbs too... Where there is no vision, the - ~ 
people Will perish." ~ ,, .. 
t 
m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , " " . 
g 
VICTORIA  -- Not surprisingly, the report from 
B.C.'s all-party special committee on the Constitution 
tries to be all things to all people. 
Its recommendations show the infighting and 
arm-twisting which must have accompanied the 
15-member group's deliberations, and even then, the 
final result is not something everyone is happy with. 
Now I know that many of you reading this are 
about to ~hange the channel, so to speak, because 
you are fed up to here with 
the subject lafter the past 
, two years of incessant 
babble on theissue from all 
quarters. 
I will be brief, I prom- 
ise. 
Do not forget that the 
time is running down on 
Canada. The' lawyers and 
politicians who.  have 
~d :from ,mpasse 0 
in~S~i= wldlst ticking off 
the'i'!!~ajOri@ of  Canadians in the 
scrambling to salvage their jobs and:their ~leeted 
posts. 
.i~e B.C. committee strove nobly to be fair and 
compromising of the various positions over distinct 
society, fair treatment of natives, changes to the 
outdated, over-rated Senate and the protection of• 
soci~: programs such as medicare, welfare and child 
cal~e.~, . . . .  
i•,.Tl~ey are to be Commended. 
.:But lean we not just keep it simple?, Let's start 
fro~,~scr, atch, acknowledge that Quebec is a 
fr~coPhqnb society within our potentially great 
nation, and get on with t.. ~ , : = 
;How about treating natives, French spe,akers and 
Eng~sh spe .akers and those who speak other lan- 
Ces  ~ alike, period? , 
.;. ~e  as Canadians, eh? Or as our religions:teach 
us? Or atieast withdut all this bull which pours 
If thenational referendum on the 
Constitution is not kept in such simple, 
honest, straightforward language, it will 
only lead to another screwup 
like all the others... 
process, are 
forth, from the lawyers on all sides (including our 
ever-unpopular Prime Minister)? 
If the national referendum on the Constitution is \ 
not kept in such silnple, honest, straightforward 
langaJage, it will only lead to another screw-up like 
all the others, which waste so much of our energy 
and our money. And our cotmtry will be in peril, 
instead of being poised at the threshold of the 21st 
century as one of the world's richest, most enthral- 
ling and most peaceful of 
nations. , 
The Opposition Liberal 
P~irty caucus is feeling a 
tad paranoid these day~ 
about its treatment at the 
hands of the media. 
After the two late 
nights of, legislative sit- 
tings, it is obvious that the 
honeymoon is over between 
the Grits and the New 
Democrats after just two 
weeks. , .' 
The "new era of cooperation" promised for this 
parliament pretty, well ended with the name-calling 
and jibes which surfaced on all sides during those 
two long days, and in their wake. 
But the honeymoon the new NDP government 
has sustained for,five months or more: with the. 
media may not be over, say some Liberals. 
• The disgruntled Liba think they were poorly 
treated by reporters and columnists/commentators 
who, in their questioning, echoed Finance Minister 
G len  Clark's comments that the Opposition per- 
formance in the House was '~juvenile and stupid". 
Obviously realizing that moaning about it could 
lead to more accui~ations about whining, theLiberal 
MLAs  themselves, are reluctant to dump; on the 
• media herd's actions or perceptions. 
But some of their staff and supporters haye been' 
less hesitant, asking just what the media expecta- 
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tions had been about 17 brand-new elected members. 
Said one: 'Tou guys got so cozy with (Glen) Clark 
and (Moe) Sihota and Mikey (Harcourt) during the 
Vander zalm years, that you are quick to take their 
side of any argument or issue' 
'Tou haven't given us any credit for trying to 
raise hell about the actions by this government... 
actions which they themselves condemned when the 
'evil' Socreds did them. Such as increasing dozens of 
fees in a hidden tax, or in passing billions of dollars 
of taxpayers' money without debate."• • 
Relax, ` guys. 
I would suggest hat with the high-handed arro- 
gance shown so far 'by the government intheir 
dealings with the doctors, the nonunion construction 
workers and the anti-abortionists, for example, that 
any honeymoon leftovers will end soon. 
And by next year's Budget, with its sales tax 
increase and a 2% payroll tax on all of our incomes, 
no one will be left to champion their cause but 
themselves. 
I 
" ' :  t 
. ~q  r~ 
ONE YEAR AGO THIS WEEK. . .  ~ 
The city announced they had included oper~ ;~ 
ational funds in the 1991 budget for a 12-member. 
Recycling Advisory Commission. The commission was': ' 
to spend the year investigating the possibilities of t :  
regionalization, determine the cost of a blue box 
system, develop a public awareness strategy and: 
begin lobbying for local business upport. Theywere 
also to open dialogue with Newstech Recycling Ltd. 
of the lower mainland, the company commissioned to 
set up a province-wide purchasing and transportation ~ 
system for old newspapers to work in conjunction. 
with a newsprint de-inking plant that was under 
construction., Kitimat-Stikine Regional District 
directors Les Watmough and Sandy Sandhals said 
there was a need to address traffic problems at the 
Highway 16-37 four-way stop intersection and 
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adjacent commercial vehicle weigh scales. Problemsl " 
were presented by trucks making left hand turns 
into and again out of the weigh scales. " . . . . .  
TWO YEARS AGO THIS WEEK.,. 
The Terrace Co-op announced they would begin 
opening on Sundays, starting later in the month. Co- 
op had been one of the last hold-outs ince the voters 
had approved Sunday shopping in Terrace in a 
referendum two and a half years earlier. Co-op board 
chair Pat Sheichuk said it was no longer a moral or 
religious issue, but simply a business decision... The 
Skeena Union Board of Health executive recom- 
mended Dr. David Bowering be appointed chief 
medical health officer and director of the Skeena 
Health Unit. Five recommend~iti0ns pertaining to 
their positionwere tobe considered at thenext board 
meeting the following month... Helmut Giesbrecht 
was nominated by the Skeena provincial NDP 
organization tobe their candidate in the next provin- 
cial election... After a year and a half of work by 
Terrace firefighters and donations of time and money 
by McDonald's Restaurant and many other~ local 
businesses and people, the Terrace Fire SafeW House 
was set for inauguration. The project cost over 
$44,000 and would continue to need a steady commit- 
ment from local fire fighters. 
: '  " L 
THREE YEARS AGOTHIS WEEK.:. 
Director of Engineering Stew Christensen said 
the 1989 city budget included an amount to pave the 
sidewalk on the south side of Keith from Kalum St. 
to the overpass. Council had also asked Christensen 
to study the best location for a pedestrian crosswalk 
• on Keith Ave... After years of efforts, applications 
and appeals Ada Solowoniuk of Ctiimo Delivery 
abandoned plans to start up a second taxi company 
in Terrace. Solowoniuk said she was giving up 
because her most recent • appeal hearings would be 
held in Victoria. She said if the appeal Were held in 
Terrace she could have up to 30 witnesses present. 
• , . 
FOUR YEARS AGO THIS WEEK... 
A local developer announced plans to establish a
Thon~hill shopping centre, located next to Thornhill 
Motors, to be open for business later that fall or the 
following' spring. Cost of the centre was estimated at 
$750,000 to $1 million and was to offer eight, to. 10 
businesses in a 14,000 square foot mall w~tli~68 
parking spaces... 
- -  Compiled by Diana English 
Terrace Toastmuters  - -  Do  you find it difficult to prepare 
and give a talk? Turn to Toastmasters for help. Meetings are 
the firat and third Tuesday of each month at the Inn of the 
.West at 7:30 p.m. For information, contact Irene Blackstnne at 
635-2845. 
% 
THE MOST 
ADVANCED MOWER 
ON THE MARKET 
Erqonomic handles fit the hands better 
vibration and fatigue 
ion fold-over handle 
~tally encloses cables 
• i 
¢ .  
Large 2~-bushel 
grass catcher goes on and 
off quick and easy 
with One hand 
21" Magnalite@ deck 
is easy to mane~ 
rusatproof and ligh 
~, Oil l~ectton.Never 
ange or mix oil again 
'owerful 5-itP engine 
powers through 
thick, heavy grass 
Lawn-Boy's new M-Series mower has features found on no other mower. 
Rated"Best Buv" bv a leading consumer testmng publication, it's backed 
by the most exl~ens[vewarranty. S op in to see the M-Series today. 
iterprises Ltd..492S Keith Ave., Terrace, B:C. Phone: 635-3478 Fax: 635-5050 
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,' T squints into the stm, and w~t~c,The pitcher scratches 
iii~ his armpit, an ominous signal to the rest of the team. With a sound, bat meets ball 
. • • and the field comes alive. 
- . The hitter runs to first, stops to tie. his shoe, and runs again. Meanwhile, the first baseman 
, ~ .... ~ has wandered off to trade gloves with the shortstop. Out on third, two players hold a burping 
• ~ ,, .  competition. Left field is the resounding winner, and the others turn to offer their congratula- 
• ~ tions. 
:: '~ " The centre field player somersaults into right field, then cartwheels back. Right field 
~ ~i: •: adjusts her ponytail and kicks dirt over a large bug. 
. r~: .. By  this time, the runner has stumbled across the ball and helpfully .picks it up. Politely, he 
• : hands it •to the. first baseman, then stomps on base triumphantly beside her. They stand 
. ' . together, arms across-shoulders, buddies On base. 
:i~:~, ~ . YOU may have guessed tliis~isn't the major leagues. It is T-ball, the • smallest game in tow~n. 
" ..' Soon, hoards Of enthusiastic young boys and girls,will 
• head out on the diamond to play a ball game like 
you've never seen. 
Way it T-ball is a Terrace Minor Softball's prelude to "the The I See " big leagues" for youngsters up to seven years of age: 
The ball is hit off a large tee. Obviously, these players 
are inexperienced. Some of them have only been verti- 
cal for a few years. Their jerseys often hang below their 
• knees, and the catcher's protective equipment engulfs 
him •like a cocoon around a bug. The spectating crowd 
• is cheerful, sympathetic and never disappointed. In this 
game, all errors are forgiven and every player is a hit. 
T-ball is the sport of sports, 
In this game, everyteam is a winner. No matter 
who's got the ball in play, the other side will help. "It's 
the ultimate in sportsmanship. When a player falls, 
someone is there to do the dusting off, to set him back 
on course. So what if he was running in the wrong 
direction? Every sincere attempt is recognized, each 
good move rewarded with a resounding cheer and a•pat 
on the back. Life should be like T-ball. 
Life should be so fair that everyone gets a turn to 
bat. We should all be surrounded by a team of sup- 
porters who stand ready with a "high five" when we've 
we fall. done our best, or to lift our faces out of the dirt when 
It shouldn't matter that our jersey is too long, that our hat is on backwards, or that we 
don't quite match the others. A little indi,viduality now and then is a good thing. 
.. . And  on our way to the base ahead, we should be willing to stop for valuable distractions. 
, •_ We should enjoy the trip around, keeping in mind that winning is not always as important 
than. the fact that We've played together, that we've learned something, or even that we simply 
stood for a moment  in the warm sun. At the same time, each of us should get a little taste of 
. . winning, too. 
Or at the very least, maybe the T-ball age maximum should be extended beyond age seven, 
~ say, to about age seventy-three, and even that would be negotiable. Many of us would benefit 
from a few weeks on the T-ball field, and some of us •should be dragged out there whether we 
• ,..~,.~ . : want to or not 
~I~i~!~',i eve~Teba~ll,p~abya~lgS~Ortr:h  just agsma~n~i I: .na;r~.sO~hrY ,of~ttded~nfl~esea:fod~stver ' 
~ your mouth, a round softball in your glove, and the cheers ofyour friends as you triumphantly 
~'i:~/"!!:~ : Stomp across home plaice. Each ,player walks away with new abilities, a sense of team cooper- 
..... ation and a little taste of winning, Oh, that we were all so lucky. 
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WITHIN L, I, I T  S 
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by Harriett Fjaagesund 
• " " i ' "  ' 
• D id  iyou knowthat  too much s t ressoveraper iod  of time will 
": " eventually, buy you a one-way'ticket to the morgue? This chilling fact 
, . , o  - . . 
• " .... was recently borne home to me when. our family, doctor told my husband that he~ must 
immediately reduce his stress levels. The ."or. else!' was implicitly clear. 
Since mostof my husband's stress is j ob-rela.ted~ we began a minute study, of our lifestyle, 
'trying tofind areas where we could .reduce stress to compensate. We finally decidedthat an- 
i. ~ in-depth discussion of What we saw as tension areas in each other's lives would benefit both 
of,us. This seemed like a perfectly rational idea at the time. Someone should have reminded 
~ " "i:: iis I about the Titanic beforewe blithely sailed ahead into. dangerous waters.  
ii .... ;- i I. began this discussionby pointing Out an irritating habit he has when driving~ Like 
i ~I " : ' . many drivers in a hurrY..wh0 are'stopped behind a car.waiting to make a turn,'hubby likes 
• : " to"spend this time c0nstmCtively by mouthing obscenities at. the" other driver. Now this 
!~:i,.. .str~ikes me as a rather foolish thing .to do, particularly since the other driver could be an 
~:ii , ~'.ioff-duty police officer who has.t/ad ia bad day, and Who is quite adept at reading license 
~' ' plates backwards in rearview mirrors. I~politely explained that this stressful and potentially 
~i~ criminal behaviour must stop immediately. • ' - 
' . " .i Now it washubby S turn. He said he couldn't help noticing that I sometimes get stressed 
~i! a picture 'for the Pet of the'Week slot• I, grudgingly admitted this was true. '~ " " out when taking 
~:~i " i i' : "Some animals are stubbornly camera shy, forcing you to perform embarrassing antics to get 
i i~  • '.~:~ : their attention, while others firmly believe that the haplesSphotographer should be covered 
~, • . :: .... " With a thousand doggy kisses or subjected to earth-shaking, let-me-wash-your-camera-lens 
~'ii ' " ..... - -  I vowed to handle this situation better in future. 
~ xt I reminded hubby that he tends to get just •a tad stressed when performing manly 
fill . 'ii~ . .  lecture about all the things that can go Wrong With a car, and spanned everything from 
i~'!: that don't go quite as planned, like mak ing  car repairs, This precipitated a heated 
i~:i buretors and faulty timing chains to spark plugs versus electronic 
~ ~ ~~ ...... .b . " had no idea what  an automobile was doing with a battleship or what  chains 
~.,~:,~,~ , !2'/i: attleships to cracked car 
~!~'; !:i:}~!!~i  I :' ~had to'do with time~ I decided to let this one pass. It shard  to make  a point when you don t 
~.~.~.::. :~ !g ! l l t l ons .  S ince  I , , . , 
:,~ ;;~'!:i~'~~:~-~!:~¢• k the ian a e. ' ,/ ~ • • . :,:, , ,:'< ~!.,~ sP ea gu g . ,- ' 's still miffed about the car repairs. 
. . ;~,i~,~ ~:~ i i .~ ~The ball was  back m hubby s court. Obvaously he wa • . 
ill! . ~'i;:~'~:~.'r',.: ~''~ '': ., __ -,., ,. '2~ "--'I ~X.-- ~"~*i^ notes of'reminders I insisted on wrxting him, but why, 
!,:~. ~. ~ i , ~i;/i i.; 5" :. r~e sam ne amn ~ mma m~ ~u~ ~= 
• :"~ ~ ~ .... he demanded, did I feel it necessary to sign them? Was  I really foolish enough to think that 
~:" ~' ~: he wouldn't recognize my handwriting after 22 extremely long years of marriage? His sneak 
.),!~: ~.. verbal attack was stunning. I felt a strong sense of admiration .for approximately three 
~ :~J,~,~ " .seconds. 
.;!i ~': ::~: " "Well a t  least I don't foul up the air by eating smelly sardine san'dwichesr' I shot back, 
~i/! :i:i~/~..:"Hah! And Who is that names  dust bunnies and apo~ogaze every time she steps on a spider? 
i:i •" .. ~he shouted. :'And who phones me at'home and asks me how to Spell stupid words instead of 
~.., • v?" I s at Yeah~ Well, who  makes me look under the bed 
' ~i ~, ~, i i if ~'i~ looking them" up in the d~ctionary., p • • , " " 
.' ~!~-;i'; "" '" :: . " " " ' " " "ourplan 
of their 
~ i winter storage would be a lot less dangerous. Besides, we  finally ran out of things to argue 
about. 
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1991 F150 Super Ca~-------b 
Short Box 4X4 
, A/C 
P/W 
: IP!L 
: Tilt 
], . Cruise control 
5.8 L 
.,4 spl auto. 
Custom painted 
running boards 
Custom painted 
canopy 
AM/FM stereo 
cassette 
Bug deflector 
1990 25' Glide Out Travelez~~ 
Fifth Wheel 
NC Awning 
MicroWave 
Power slide out 
Power jacks 
Demand hot water 
Roof:rack and 
Continental kit 
TV antenna 
Fibreglass exterior 
Oak coffee table 
Extra large fridge 
::Lift kit backseat . 17,000 kilometers ladder 8D battery 
~ i::,. ~uch  more " :LIKENEW " ' 
' "~"'"1" 4YRS WARRANTY LEFT 1~ MUCH MUCH MOREl 1 
LOOKiji~IKEiiJN ~W~ijiJ 
iii!i!i!Jii!ili~ii~l 
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THE STRANGERS .. . . .  . 
An observer of communities defines their strengths 
I r" , *% ",. . . . .  - • L , - ,  
• . ' [ : , . , "  " . .  - , . " • . . .  • , 
- . . ) ; . , : . ,  . ,  - . .  .?, : , . 
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J K~ight " ohn Mc , 
Professor of-Humanities at Northwestern 
University in Chicago, was inTerrace 
recently speaking on building strong com- 
munities. 
McKnight is a well-known community 
developer and has taken 'part in 20 years 
of studies and research across Canadaand 
the' United States on what makes com- 
munities strong, from a social development 
aspect . . . .  
McKnight is currently touring North 
America speaking on the results of those 
' surveys, and research, with the ~'aim to 
inform people and spark their interest on 
in strong communities how'they can make their community 
you will fined people stronger. 
who will focus on and It ~ is McKnight's theory that the answer to building 
identify the gifts and a strong community is held by the community and the 
people within. The key, he said, is that weak commun'- 
capacities of people and ities are dependent on "experts" and "professionals", 
how to mobilize them, whereas strong communities are places where the 
rather than focusing on citizens act together to solve problems. , 
their needs. , < ,  
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• According to McKnight, our system of communities goes far back into the beginnings 
of Christianity. At first "strangers" were welcomed into the community, and withl them 
they brought a "gift". The gift consisted Of something of themselves, for example a story, 
song, lesson or Other expression. Eventually monasteries were built outside the commun- 
ities, with rooms set aside for visitors. "Strangers" were then turned away from the 
community and sent to the hospitality of the monasteries, which were actually the first 
hostels. By no longer extending hospitality to strangers, the community no longer eceived 
their gifts, and hospitality within tl~e community started to die. 
McKnight says that'to biJild strong communities we should get back to our original idea 
of • community; that we welcome strangers and e~,ery stranger has a gift, something of 
himself, that will enrich the community. 
According to McKnight~the "strangers" in modern communities are the people living 
on the fringe, most often seniors; people with disabilities; refugees; alcoholics anddrug 
addicts; ex-convicts; young mothers and single mothers; newcomers tothe community; and 
eccentrics. He asserts that the only way communities can be strong and healthy again is 
for the people of the community to 
welcome these strangers into the 
community and accept heir gift, 
whatever they Can offer of. them- 
selV~s~.  .... 
McKnight says that' the 
weakest communities are those 
with the most services, experts and 
professionals. These, communities 
meet the requirements of the 
people inneed, but are also losing 
the person whose needs are being 
met, because they are taking away •
their capacity• togive. 
McKnight says that everybody 
has thei~ capacities and gifts and 
~ve t/eed to see those, not the defi- 
ciencies Which may stand out more. 
What makes communities strong is 
finding the capacities of those who 
are exiled and bringing them back 
into the community to offer their 
gifts. 
In,strong communities you will 
find people who will focus on and 
identify the gifts and capacities of 
peoplei ~an:d how to mobilize them, 
rather than focusing• on their 
needs. MCKaight calls these "capac- 
ity oriented" people connectors. He 
[ 
says they can work to connect the outsiders •and 
strangers to people and groups within the community. 
McKnight says strong communities areplaces 
whereevery citizen has a commitment to other citi- 
• zens, where hospitality is alive and where the people 
at the fringes have been brought back in, their gifts 
received, and where the people of the community can 
say "no strangers live here". 
B.C.•Healthy Communities Network is a provincial 
organization located on the lower mainland With a 
steering committee of about 12 • people representing 
• ...weak communities are 
dependent on 'experts' and 
'professionals', 
whereas strong communities 
are places where 
the citizens act together 
to Solve problems. 
m ~ 
t 
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..,we should get back to our 
- original idea of community; 
: tllat we welcome strangers, and 
every stranger has a gift, 
something ofhimself, 
that will enrich the community. 
i 
provincial organizations interested insponsoring and supporting people involved in healthy 
community concepts. Organizations such as the Registere~ Nurses Association of B.C., 
Social Planning and "Research Council of B.C. and the B.C. Associati0n of Community 
Living make up the B.C. Healthy Communities Network. 
Regional Healthy Communities Networks have been developed to stimulate activity 
on a localized level. Terrace's Regional Healthy Communities Network is called Northwest 
Connections and its boundaries are loosely those of the Skeena Health Unit. Northwest 
• Connections was established in June 1991 and Karen Chrysler is paid by B,C. Healthy 
Communities Network, under the guidance of a regional steering committee, tofacilitate 
Northwest ConnectiOns in Terrace. 
~i~ ¸ ? '  
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Chrysler works a few hours a week on 
the project and communicates on~ a 
regular basis with B.C. Healthy Com- 
munities Network.' ' • ~ 
The Healthy Communities concept 
adopted by Northwest Connections i
based in community participation and 
'involves citizens being involved in the 
community. Every community has 
different problems and Chrysler says 
the decision-making and the planning 
and priorizing of those problems and 
decisions through to the implementing 
and evaluation of the solutions hould 
be shared by all cit izens. 
At this time Terrace does not have 
a central organizing hub, a place where 
people can go when they see a need, or 
have an idea. The Terrace healthy 
communitie.s group is working towards 
becoming that hub with a commmfity 
planning structure, to represent all the 
citizens of Terrace. The contact person 
for this group is Debra Zorn at the 
Skeena Health Unit. 
Chrysler sees the way to achieve a
healthy and strong.commtmity ' s to 
f ind people who aren't normally 
involved and bringing them into the 
community. The question, she says, is 
how to get them involved. Some ways 
would include representation  this 
community planning structure; or in- 
volving citizens in the healthy com- 
munities process by holding neighbour- 
hood meetings in all parts ofthe com- 
munity, trying to include people who 
nonnaUy would not come out. 
Both Vandal Watch and the Volunteer Bureau are 
good examples Of the healthy community concept at 
work in Terrace. Both involve the community mobiliz- 
ing around a need and doing something about it. 
Chrysler says if you get people involved in caring and 
belonging, they get a sense of community, and that 
makes a healthy community. It is important, says 
Chrysler, that the process continues, and doesn't die 
around a single issue. 
McKnight's approach to strong communities also 
involves citizens, but on a one-to-one communication 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
between "disenfranchised people" and 
"connectors". After hearing McKnight 
speak, about 20 people signed up to be 
connectors. These people will be meet- 
. ing shortly and what projects will come 
,:'.from this will be entirely up to them. 
• Chrysler says Northwest Connec- 
",tio'ns and.B.C. Healthy Communities 
~ha~e a strong interest in this citizen's 
,group and will assist them however 
they are able. 
. . . .  For more information the contact 
person is Gerry King at 635-4631. 
~ ' :  .. - - - "  Diana English 
~ b { l  : _ :  , :  ~ '  , , !  , 
: • ]  • , .  , .  • •"  
What ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
strong is finding thecapacities 
of those who are exiled 
and bringing them back into the community. 
to offer, their gifts. . . . . . . . . .  
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• TerraCe .Review files. 
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